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Borrow blockbuster movies from the Illinois Talking Book Centers! These movies are especially for the enjoyment of people who are blind or visually impaired. The movies carefully describe the visual elements of a movie — action, characters, locations, costumes and sets — without interfering with the movie’s dialogue or sound effects, so you can follow all the action!

To enjoy these movies and hear the descriptions, all you need is a regular VCR or DVD player and a television! Listings beginning with the letters DV play on a VHS videocassette recorder (VCR). Listings beginning with the letters DVD play on a DVD Player. Mail in the order form in the back of this catalog or call your local Talking Book Center to request movies today.

Guidelines

1. To borrow a video you must be a registered Talking Book patron.

2. You may borrow one or two videos at a time and put others on your request list.

3. The loan period is three weeks. If a video is overdue, you may not borrow another video until the overdue video is returned.

4. We reserve the right to issue a charge (up to $25) for replacement of damaged or unreturned videos. You may not borrow another video until all charges have been paid.

5. We reserve the right to suspend or halt descriptive video service.

6. Video circulation is completely separate from Talking Book circulation. For example, even if you have an overdue video, you may still borrow Talking Books.
Video ratings are listed when available, to help you make your selections. Please understand that movies are rated by the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA).

**G** — Suitable for a General audience, all ages.

**PG** — Parental Guidance is suggested; some material may not be suitable for children.

**PG-13** — Parents Strongly Cautioned; some material may be inappropriate for children under age 13.

**R** — Restricted; those under age 17 must be accompanied to a theater showing this movie by a parent or adult guardian.

**NC-17** — No one under age 17 is admitted to a theater showing this movie.

There is no legal basis for the MPAA’s ratings.

Talking Book Centers do not censor videos sent to patrons, including videos requested by minors.

**PARENTS** — If you are concerned about what your child is watching, we suggest previewing the movie before letting your child watch it.
MOVIES FOR ADULTS

A Farewell to Arms    DVD36
This sweeping drama, played out against the brutal backdrop of the First World War, tells the unforgettable story of a handsome young American ambulance corpsman (Gary Cooper) who falls passionately in love with a beautiful English nurse (Helen Hayes). This superb adaptation of Ernest Hemingway's famous novel earned four Academy Award nominations. Rated PG    DVD36

A Few Good Men    DV518
Neo military lawyer Kaffee defends Marines accused of murder; they contend they were acting under orders. Rated R    DV518

A Murder of Crows    DVD64
A disbarred lawyer takes credit for a late friend's book, which becomes a smash hit but the tables turn on him sooner than he suspected. Rated R    DVD64

Abilene Town    DV330
Lately, homesteaders have been pouring into Abilene, a cow town at the end of a long, dusty trail. The marshal sees them as the future, and the merchants see them as their best customers, but the cattlemen are dead set against them. 1946.    DV330

The Addams Family    DV50
Gomez and Morticia plan a celebration for Uncle Fester, but he might be a fake trying to steal the family fortune. 1991. Rated PG-13. DV50

The African Queen    DV193
An action-adventure classic about a gin-loving river trader who falls for a prudish missionary. Stars Katherine Hepburn and Humphrey Bogart. 1951. DV193

Agent of Influence    DV494
In 1964, when Canadian Ambassador John Watkins (Christopher Plummer) is accused by the CIA of being a spy, he finds himself in a grim struggle to save his life and career. Based on a true story. 2002. Rated (Australia) PG. DV494
Alien  DV155
Terror overtakes the crew of a spaceship from Earth when they investigate a transmission from a desolate planet and discover a life form that could annihilate mankind.  1979. Rated R. DV155

The Ambassador’s Daughter  DV266
Set in Paris in the 1950’s, this sophisticated romantic comedy pairs a lucky American G.I. with a fashion model who also happens to be the U.S. ambassador’s daughter. Stars John Forsythe and Olivia de Havilland. 1956. DV266

American Psycho  DV493
In this 80s satire, an ultrahip Wall Street VP (Christian Bale) has a nasty little hobby his fiancée (Reese Witherspoon) doesn't know about: He's a homicidal maniac at night. 2000. Rated R. DV493

Angel and the Badman  DVD39
Quirt Evens an all round bad guy is nursed back to health and sought after by Penelope Worth a quaker girl. He eventually finds himself having to choose between his world and the world Penelope lives in.  Rated PG. DVD39

Animal Farm  DV305
Based on George Orwell’s allegorical novel of the same title. Poorly treated by a cruel master, the animals on Manor Farm revolt. When the revolution sours, the other animals have to choose to submit to a new tyranny or revolt again. 1955. DV305

Anna Karenina  DV303, DVD29
In the time of the Tsars, the beautiful wife of a Russian government official falls in love with a handsome cavalry officer and risks marriage, family, position, and reputation. This lavish production of Tolstoy’s classic novel stars Vivian Leigh. 1948.  DV303, DVD29

Antony and Cleopatra  DV513, DVD 21
Beautiful, seductive Cleopatra tempts Marc Antony away from ruling Rome's Eastern Empire. She backs him in his battle against Octavius Caesar, but abandons him in defeat. He kills himself when he hears false rumors of her death. Royal Shakespeare Company production. 1974.  DV513, DVD21
Apollo 13   DV156
Based on a true story, three astronauts fight a desperate battle to make it back to earth in their damaged spacecraft. Starring Tom Hanks, Kevin Bacon, Gary Sinise and Bill Paxton. 1995. Rated PG. DV156

The Amazing Adventure   DVD86
Wealthy London Playboy Ernest Bliss (Cary Grant) lives the pampered, privileged life of the idle rich-too idle: he's bored almost to tears. When a Harley Street doctor tells him his feckless lifestyle is to blame for his depression, Ernest wagers he can support himself for a whole year without recourse to his fortune. Leaving his valet to look after his luxurious apartment, he sets out to make his way in the world. It proves considerably more difficult than he imagined. He also finds he as unexpected depths and resources. And when he falls in love he learns life's true riches are not found in banks. Rated PG. DVD86

And Then There Were None   DVD87
Based on a novel and subsequent stage play by Agatha Christie; ten people are invited to an isolated island, only to be killed one-by-one. Could one of them be the killer? DVD87

The Art of War   DV333
On the eve of an historic U.S.-China trade agreement brokered by the Secretary-General of the United Nations (Donald Sutherland), the Chinese ambassador is murdered. Framed for the hit, secret agent Neal Shaw (Wesley Snipes) tries to find the real assassin. 2000. Rated R. DV333

At War with the Army   DV336
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis share their first star billing with Polly Bergen in this song and gag-filled farce. At the stateside military base where debonair Dean is a staff sergeant and goofy Jerry is a mess cook, the two pals find themselves perpetually at war with the Army. 1950. DV336

Back to the Future   DV157
Teenager Marty McFly, played by Michael J. Fox, gets sent back in time to 1955 where he's caught in a race to set his future straight. 1985. Rated PG. DV157

Basic Instinct   DV126
A chilling murder mystery, starring Michael Douglas as the detective obsessed with solving a case that involves a beautiful and mysterious novelist, played by Sharon Stone. 1992. Rated R. DV126
**Batman Begins**  **DV466**  
*Batman Begins* is a welcome return to the grim and gritty version of the dark knight portraying the caped crusader as a fearsome avenging angel. As the title implies, *Batman Begins* tells the story anew, when Bruce Wayne (Christian Bale) flees western civilization following the murder of his parents. He is taken in by a mysterious instructor named Ducard (Liam Neeson) and urged to become a ninja, but he instead returns to his native Gotham City resolved to end the mob rule.  2005. Rated PG-13.  DV466

**Beaches**  **DV4**  
Bette Midler and Barbara Hershey share a friendship that survives good times and bad, in order to face their greatest challenge. 1988. Rated PG.  DV4

**A Beautiful Mind**  **DV320**  

**Becket**  **DV506, DVD13**  
King Henry II (Peter O'Toole) wants to promote his old drinking buddy, Thomas Becket (Richard Burton), to Archbishop of Canterbury. But the king doesn't know that Becket is an honest man. Based on historical events, and nominated for 12 Academy Awards. 1964. Rated PG-13.  DV506, DVD13

**The Belle Starr Story**  **DV304**  
A bandit wins a night with the beautiful Belle Starr (Elsa Martinelli) in a high-stakes poker game. Belle, an expert at guns, cards, and knives, falls for the handsome bandit, but when he plans a robbery, she decides to beat him at his own game. 1968.  DV304

**The Bells of St. Mary’s**  **DV267, DVD40**  
Bing Crosby finds himself “up to his neck in nuns” in this 1946 classic, which was nominated for four Academy Awards. Also stars Ingrid Bergman. 1945.  DV267, DVD40

**Beverly Hills Cop**  **DV5**  
Beyond Justice  DV293
A ten-year-old boy is abducted and taken deep into the Arabian desert. His businesswoman mother (Carol Alt) hires a mercenary (Rutger Hauer) to get her son back, but his grandfather (Omar Sharif) is a powerful Emir who has chosen his grandson as his successor. 1992. Rated PG-13. DV293

Big  DV158
Twelve-year-old Josh Baskin’s wish to “be big” comes true when he wakes up in the body of a thirty-year-old man. Tom Hanks stars in this hit comedy. 1988. Rated PG. DV158

Big Bear  DV250, DVD95
In 1875 Big Bear and the other Indian chiefs are being pressured to give up their traditional hunting grounds and accept life on a reservation. Violence threatens to destroy his vision of a peaceful settlement. 1998. DV250, DVD95

Big Trees  DVD35
In the early 1900s, maverick lumber baron James Fallon (Kirk Douglas) schemes to turn California’s giant redwoods into his personal fortune. But a congregation of Quakers, led by the lovely Sister Alicia, is determined to save The Big Trees from destruction. Douglas is a natural as the smooth-talking lumber baron in this action-packed Western. Rated PG. DVD35

Black Brigade  DV376
During WWII, a U.S. Army captain is assigned to lead a unit of black soldiers with no combat experience on a dangerous mission behind enemy lines. Stephen Boyd, Robert Hooks, Richard Pryor, Billy Dee Williams and Rosie Grier star. 1970. DV376

Blackbeard the Pirate  DV264
Robert Newton stars in this swashbuckling adventure on the high seas. 1952. DV264

Blue Hawaii  DV227
One of Elvis Presley’s most popular movies. Elvis is newly discharged from the Army and back home in Honolulu trying to figure out what to do with his life. Includes some of his best songs. 1961. Rated PG. DV227
Blue Steel/The Dawn Rider  DVD41
In the first feature of this double bill of early John Wayne Westerns, the young star teams up with a crafty old sheriff to track down a notorious thief and stop a gang of outlaws from terrorizing the beleaguered citizens of a small town. With Gabby Hayes and legendary stuntman Yakima Canutt. The dawn Rider is the second feature. John’s father is killed by a ruthless gang of bandits during a bloody robbery at the Express Office. John vows to hunt down the gang and bring the man who pulled the trigger to justice. Fisticuffs and fast guns lead to a dramatic and deadly showdown. Rated PG. DVD41

Bollywood/Hollywood  DV341
Rahul, a dashing young Toronto millionaire, just wants to have fun, but his family wants him to marry a nice Indian girl. He persuades a local beauty to pose as his fiancée. Get ready for a laugh-out-loud culture clash spiced with surprises and marvelous music. 2002. Rated PG-13. DV341

Born to Win  DV435
Recently released from rehab, Jay (George Segal), a fast-talking, down-but-not-out addict, is back on the mean streets looking for a fix. He gets one from the Geek (Hector Elizondo), a major pimp and pusher for whom, he discovers, his estranged junkie wife (Paula Prentiss) is now turning tricks. 1971. Rated R. DV435

The Boy in the Plastic Bubble  DV343
Tod Lubitch, born with a deficient immune system, must spend the rest of his life in a completely sterile environment, his only human contact in the form of gloved hands. The movie follows him into the teenage years. Based on a true story starring John Travolta. 1976. DV343

Breakfast at Tiffany’s  DV117
Audrey Hepburn stars as a New York playgirl determined to marry a millionaire until a handsome writer moves in next door. 1961. DV117

Bridget Jones’s Diary  DV324
Renee Zellweger and Hugh Grant star in a delightful comedy about the ups and downs of modern romance! Uncomfortably unmarried Bridget (Zellweger), a career woman approaching a certain age, decides to turn over a new page in her life. 2001. Rated R. DV324
Broadcast News   DV184
A romantic comedy about three ambitious workaholics set loose in a newsroom where their professional and personal lives become cross-wired.  1987. Rated R. DV184

Brokeback Mountain   DV499

Brotherhood of the Wolf   DV482
In 1766, King Louis XV sends Gregoire de Fronsac and his blood-brother Mani to hunt the creature stalking Gevaudan province. This cult classic is based on a true story. 2001. Rated R. DV482

Bullet to Beijing   DVD8
On the Trans-Siberian Railway to Beijing, Harry Palmer (Michael Caine) finds himself at the center of a plot involving multiple double-cross, the North Koreans, and an arms-for-heroin deal. Based on the books of Len Deighton. 1995. Rated R. DVD8

Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid   DV145
A blend of adventure, romance and comedy that recounts the true story of the West’s most likable outlaws.  1969. Rated PG. DV145

Cadillac Girls   DV298
This is the story of a career-oriented college professor (Jennifer Dale) in San Francisco who reluctantly accepts custody of her rebellious teenaged daughter (Mia Kirschner). The mother has to return to the Nova Scotia town she grew up in, and a difficult situation results in a better understanding of each other. 1993. DV298

Call It Murder   DV263, DVD88
A jury foreman experiences pressure from the media, the public, and his own family for his role in sentencing a middle-aged woman to death for the murder of her husband.  1934. DV263, DVD88

Casablanca   DV181
1943 Academy Award Winner for Best Picture. Humphrey Bogart and Ingrid Bergman portray former lovers reunited in Morocco during the chaos of World War II in this Hollywood classic. DV181
The Casablanca Express  DVD89
At the height of WWII, Winston Churchill arrives in North Africa en route to a top level meeting in Casablanca. When Allied intelligence learns the Luftwaffe intends to intercept his flight, they change plans at the last minute and send Churchill by train. Big mistake: in the middle of the desert, THE CASABLANCA EXPRESS is hijacked by Nazi commandos. With Churchill's life and the outcome of the war at stake, the Allies only hope lies with Three undercover agents on the train. Rated PG. DVD89

Century Hotel  DV485
On the eve of the year 2000, a woman rents room 720 in a hundred-year-old hotel. Seven stories are woven together by an exceptional cast including Colm Feore and Mia Kirshner. 2001. Rated R. DV485

Chaplin  DV113
Robert Downey, Jr. stars as Charlie Chaplin in this portrait of his life and times. 1992. Rated PG-13. DV113

Charade  DV173
Starring Cary Grant, Audrey Hepburn, Walter Matthau, and James Coburn. In this suave comedy-mystery in Hitchcock vein, Grant helps widow Hepburn recover a fortune hidden by her husband while being sought by a trio of sinister crooks. Set in Paris. 1963. DV173

Cheaper by the Dozen  DV407
Updated story of a large family and the adventures that they have. Stars Steve Martin, Bonnie Hunt and Hilary Duff. 2005. Rated PG. DV407

Chicago  DV360
Winner of the 2002 Academy Award for Best Picture, Chicago is a wildly entertaining musical that takes place in the Windy City during the Roaring Twenties. Stars Renee Zellweger, Catherine Zeta-Jones, Richard Gere, and Queen Latifah. 2002. Rated PG-13. DV360

Child in the Night  DV143
Tom Skerritt stars as an overworked Seattle detective solving an intriguing murder mystery with reluctant assistance from actress JoBeth Williams, who plays a criminal psychologist. 1990. DV143
Cinderella Man  DV464
Russell Crowe stars in the story of legendary athlete Jim Braddock, who accepts a string of dead-end jobs to support his wife Mae (Renée Zellweger) and their children during the Great Depression, while never totally abandoning his dream of boxing again. 2005. Rated PG-13. DV464

Clear and Present Danger  DV112
Harrison Ford stars as the acting CIA Deputy Director investigating the murder of the President’s friend. 1994. Rated PG-13. DV112

Cocoon  DV107
A group of senior citizens are given a second chance at being young and face crucial decisions about life and death. 1985. Rated PG-13. DV107

Cold Mountain  DV403
At the dawn of the Civil War, the men of Cold Mountain, North Carolina, rush to join the Confederate army. Ada (Nicole Kidman) has vowed to wait for Inman (Jude Law), but as the war drags on and letters go unanswered, she must find the will to survive. 2003. Rated R. DV403

Cold Sweat  DV257
Charles Bronson plays a brutal drug trader who takes violent revenge after his wife and daughter are taken hostage by a drug boss. 1974. Rated PG. DV257

The Company of Strangers  DV302
Eight women, all but one of them elderly, find strengths and skills they never knew they had when their bus breaks down and they are stranded in the countryside. The film captures the beauty of the human spirit. 1991. Rated PG. DV302

Confidence  DV415
When grifter Jake Vig mistakenly rips off L.A. mobster Winston King, he’s given a choice--run a major con on a mark selected by King, or get killed. Jake goes for the con, with the help of an alluring accomplice. Stars Edward Burns, Dustin Hoffman and Rachel Weisz. 2002. Rated R. DV415

Constantine and the Cross  DV381
Three centuries after the birth of Christ, the Roman Senate resolves to exterminate the new religion. Then a Roman general sympathetic to the Christians claims the imperial throne and the stage is set for civil war. Cornell Wilde stars in this sweeping saga. 1962. DV381
The Cooler    DV416
Unlucky Bernie Lootz (William H. Macy), employed by a casino manager (Alec Baldwin) to jinx the winning streaks of high rollers, falls in love with a sexy cocktail waitress (Maria Bello), and it looks like his luck is finally changing. But looks can be deceiving. One Oscar and two Golden Globe nominations. 2003. Rated R.  DV416

Dante’s Peak    DV232
An adrenaline-pumping adventure that takes place in a town called Dante’s Peak, where a long-dormant volcano is about to erupt with devastating force. Stars Pierce Brosnan and Linda Hamilton.  1997. Rated PG-13. DV232

Daredevil    DV359
Ben Affleck stars as young orphan Matt Murdock, victim of a hazardous-waste accident that leaves him blind but with a heightened “radar sense.” Years later he is a respected attorney with a secret identity as Daredevil, the masked avenger who patrols New York City. 2003. Rated PG-13. DV359

Date Movie    DV497
Before Julia Jones (Alyson Hannigan) and the very British, unfortunately named Grant Fockyerdoder (Adam Campbell) can have their dream wedding, they must confront several obstacles.  2006. Rated PG-13. DV497

David and Goliath    DV514, DVD22
Orson Welles plays King Saul of Israel in this Old Testament epic. The Philistines declare war on the Israelites. Saul listens to the prophecies that the new king will be a young shepherd called David. David fights the mighty giant Goliath. 1960.  DV514, DV22.

Dead Poets Society    DV8
Robin Williams portrays a passionate English professor who inspires his students to live life to the fullest. 1989. Rated PG. DV8

The Deadly Companions    DV254
A former Union soldier accidentally kills a woman’s son and tries to make up for it by escorting the funeral procession through dangerous Apache country. 1961. DV254

Death Race 2000    DVD43
In a dystopian future, a cross country automobile race requires contestants to run down innocent pedestrians to gain points that are tallied based on each kill's brutality. Rated R. DVD43
**The Delicate Art of Parking**  DV417
Furious with the city's parking authorities for giving him thousands of dollars in tickets and repeatedly towing his car, independent filmmaker Lonny Goosen seeks revenge by creating a hilariously damning documentary that taps the public's growing antagonism toward the parking systems and its minions.  2003. DV417

**Dick Tracy**  DV10
The box office sensation about America's most famous comic-strip cop starring Warren Beatty, Madonna and a cast of superstar villains.  1990. Rated PG. DV10

**Dinner at the Ritz**  DVD34
When her father is found dead after his bank fails, Ranie (Annabella) sets out to find the rich and powerful men who swindled him and then arranged his death. She attracts the admiration of a handsome young count (David Niven). The chase takes them from Paris to Monte Carlo in this intriguing tale of wealth, power, murder and love in high society. Rated PG.  DVD34

**Dirty Dancing**  DV188
A young woman learns something about real life—as well as a thing or two about dancing—during a family vacation in the early 1960's. Stars Patrick Swayze and Jennifer Gray.  1987. Rated PG-13. DV188

**Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood**  DV325
A New York playwright (Sandra Bullock) is a long way from her Louisiana hometown, but even farther away emotionally from her eccentric mother Vivi. The Ya-Yas, sworn lifelong friends of Vivi, bring the two together. 2002. Rated PG-13. DV325

**Dishonored Lady**  DVD30
Madeleine Damien (Hedy Lamarr) is the editor of a slick magazine by day and a party girl by night. Her lifestyle has a price; she seeks the help of a psychiatrist and under his orders, takes a new identity. She becomes interested in a handsome neighbor but he soon finds out about her past when she is implicated in a murder. Rated PG.  DVD30

**Do the Right Thing**  DV159
Spike Lee's critically acclaimed tale of racial tension in a Brooklyn neighborhood over the course of a scorching 24-hour period. 1989. Rated R. DV159
Dogville DV481
A beautiful fugitive named Grace (Nicole Kidman) hides in Dogville. The citizens first resist her, then embrace her, then resent and torment her. An unforgettable movie from director Lars von Trier. 2003. Rated R. DV481

Doll Face DVD25
Burlesque queen Doll Face Carroll (Vivian Blaine) is too rough for stage parts. Her manager/boyfriend Mike Hannegan (Dennis O'Keefe) hires a ghost writer so she can write her autobiography and get some class. Hannegan doesn't realize Doll Face and her collaborator have more than a book on their minds. Rated PG. DVD25

Dracula DV280
This is the original version of Bram Stoker's classic tale of the vampire Count Dracula searching for victims in London. 1931. DV280

Dream Storm: A North of 60 Mystery DVD5
A waterlogged corpse washes up on the banks of the Lynx River, and RCMP Corporal Michelle Kenidi recognizes it from a dream. Based on the television series North of 60. 2001. DVD5

Dreamkeeper DVD94
On an Indian reservation in South Dakota an old storyteller (August Schellenberger) asks his grandson Shane (Eddie Spears) to take him and his old pony to the great powwow in Albuquerque. As they travel, Shane frets about the bad guys chasing him over money but Grandpa's tales of love, friendship and magic help Shane reconnect to his Indian heritage. Rated PG. DVD94

Driving Miss Daisy DV197
The 1989 Academy Award Winner for Best Picture. Jessica Tandy and Morgan Freeman star in this joyous comedy about a headstrong southern lady and her ever-patient chauffeur. Rated PG. DV197

Drylanders DV256
Set in 1907, this epic saga demonstrates how individual determination, against all odds, built and developed the Canadian west. 1963. DV256
Earth  DVD93
It's 1947 and India is poised on the brink of independence after two centuries of colonial rule. As Britain prepares to hand over control of the huge country, millions of formerly tolerant Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs begin to clash over their impending division into two separate nations, India and Pakistan. Caught in the middle of the crisis in the northern city of Lahore, are Shanta, a young Hindu Woman, and her charge, Lenny, the 8 year-old daughter of a wealthy Parsee family. Rated PG. DVD93

El Dorado  DV41
John Wayne and Robert Mitchum play a gunfighter and a sheriff who join forces to clean up a dirty town. 1966. DV41

The English Patient  DV174
During World War II, American Allies care for a mysterious stranger rescued from a fiery plane crash. As the mystery of his identity is slowly revealed, an incredible tale of passion, intrigue and adventure unfold. Starring Ralph Fiennes and Kristen Scott Thomas. 1996. Rated R. DV174

Erin Brockovich  DV276
Julia Roberts stars in the true story of Erin Brockovich, the young mother of three who takes on a law case against a powerful corporation. 1999. Rated R. DV276

Esther and the King  DVD44
When the King of Persia chooses a Judean girl to be his queen, his treacherous cousin Haman plots to get rid of them both and then massacre the girl's people. Joan Collins and Richard Egan star in this sweeping saga based on the Book of Esther, a Biblical tale about the power of faith, love and virtue. Rated PG. DVD44

Eternally Yours  DVD26
Anita Halstead (Loretta Young), engaged to solid Don Barnes (Broderick Crawford), was swept off her feet by magician Arturo (David Niven). Now she's his wife and stage assistant on a world tour that never ends. Finally, Anita has had enough and divorces Arturo to marry Don. They're very happy, but Arturo's not finished yet. Rated PG. DVD26

Family Enforcer  DVD31
Joe Pesci (before he became a star) plays a neighborhood kid trying to get a job with the mob. Rated PG-13. DVD31
Fantastic 4   DV472
In this blockbuster live-action version of the classic comic book, a group of astronauts gains superpowers after cosmic radiation exposure and must use them to oppose the plans of their enemy, Doctor Victor Von Doom. Starring Jessica Alba, Chris Evans, Michael Chiklis and Julian McMahon. 2005. Rated PG13. DV472

Fatal Attraction   DV11
Glenn Close is the vengeful "other woman" whose obsessive love for Michael Douglas leads to terror. 1987. Rated R. DV11

Father of the Bride   DV80
Steve Martin stars as the befuddled father whose hysterical trials and tribulations leading up to his daughter's wedding will leave you in stitches. 1991. Rated PG. DV80

Father’s Little Dividend   DV352
Family comedy. A young, radiant Elizabeth Taylor is expecting, to the concern and delight of her father Spencer Tracy, in this excellent sequel to Father of the Bride. Directed by Vincente Minnelli. 1951. DV352

Fever Pitch   DV469
In this very funny romantic comedy, Ben Wrightman (Jimmy Fallon) meets a workaholic Lindsey Meeks (Drew Barrymore) who finds him sweet and charming. They hit it off, and that winter, Ben spends every waking hour with Lindsey. With the arrival of summer, Lindsey discovers Ben's strong obsession with the Boston Red Sox. 2005. Rated PG-13. DV469

Field of Dreams   DV12
Kevin Costner portrays an Iowa farmer who is inspired by a voice he cannot ignore to pursue a dream he can hardly believe by building a baseball diamond in the middle of his cornfield. 1989. Rated PG. DV12

The Fighting Sullivans   DV388
The five Sullivan boys have a wonderful childhood in 1930s Iowa. They all join the Navy when WWII breaks out and receive special permission to serve on the same ship. Months later, disaster strikes. Based on a true story. 1944. Rated PG. DV388
Fish Tale Soup  DV389
Vivi badly wants to have a baby. Paul is willing but distracted by work. Then a friendly refugee named Markus enters their lives. With his mysterious recipes, he helps the unhappy couple to a new awareness and more in this charmingly offbeat fable. 1995. DV389

The Fishing Trip  DVD45
This compelling story of lost childhood and possible redemption is told through the experiences of three young women. Kirsti comes home from college to confront her stepfather Harold about a dark family secret. When she arrives, she discovers that Harold has gone off to his remote fishing cabin—the place where he first sexually abused Kirsti and later her younger sister Jessie. Kirsti coerces the unwilling Jessie and her best friend Murdoch to come along and face the past. Buoyed by humor and the resiliency of youth, their journey together is a deeply affirming testament to the power of love and friendship. Rated PG-13. DVD45

Five Corners  DVD46
Young psychotic man returns to neighborhood after release from prison. He seeks young lady he previously tried to rape and young man who protected her, with twisted ideas of love for her and hate for him. Rated R. DVD46

The Flying Deuces  DV345
Comedy. Unlucky in love, Ollie (Hardy) and Stan (Laurel) join the Foreign Legion and stumble from KP duty toward a firing squad as they infiltrate their way up the chain of command. They try to escape in an airplane—except neither can fly. 1939. DV345

Forrest Gump  DV102
Tom Hanks stars as a simple man living through turbulent times spanning three decades. 1994. Rated PG-13. DV102

The 40-Year-Old Virgin  DV465
This is an engaging tale of a 40-year-old virgin named Andy (Steve Carell) who is looking for true love. On his quest, with help from his friends, he finds himself involved in a series of amusing escapades as he tries speed dating, is propositioned by his female manager and even gets his chest waxed. A hilarious box office hit that also stars Paul Rudd, Jane Lynch and Catherine Keener. 2005. Rated R. DV465
Frankenstein  DVD47
A faithful adaptation of Mary Shelley's classic. Dr. Victor Frankenstein (Robert Foxworth) secretly assembles an artificial man from body parts and brings him to life. When the monster is shunned and feared by everyone he meets, he demands that Frankenstein must build him a mate. Rated PG. DVD47

Fried Green Tomatoes  DV161

The Front Page  DVD48
Chicago reporter Hildy Johnson (Pat O'Brien) has decided to give up his high-pressure career for the comfort and security of marriage to the girl he loves. The resident cynics of the press room are betting he won't make it. And so is his devious and manipulative editor, Walter Burns (Adolphe Menjou). Hildy's determination is put to the test when he's plunged into the biggest scoop of his career—a "stop-the-presses" story that's sure to make ...THE FRONT PAGE. Rated PG. DVD48

The Fugitive  DV191

The Full Monty  DV185
In this hilarious heartfelt comedy six unemployed men, inspired by a touring group of male strippers, decide they can make a small fortune by putting on their own striptease. 1997. Rated R. DV185

Gangs of New York  DV356
Directed by Martin Scorsese, Gangs of New York was a 2002 Academy Award nominee for Best Picture. The film portrays violent conflicts between the white Anglo-Saxon “natives” and the Irish immigrants in New York's Five Points between 1846 and 1863. Rated R. DV356

Ghost  DV13
Giant of Marathon   DV515, DVD23
Steve Reeves plays Phillipedes, Captain of the Sacred Guard in Athens. Andromeda, daughter of a city councilor, returns his love, but is betrothed to Theocratus, who plots to help the Persians invade Greece. Enjoy superb battle action sequences and Reeves at the peak of his career. 1959. DV515, DVD23

A Girl Is a Girl   DV346
Totally into dating beautiful girls, young Trevor sets out on a series of sexual misadventures in search of the love of his life. Well-acted and smartly written, this offbeat comedy of twenty-something manners contains nudity and coarse language. 1999. DV346

Girl with a Pearl Earring   DV418
Delft, Holland, 1665. Griet (Scarlett Johansson) becomes a maid in the household of Johannes Vermeer (Colin Firth). The girl's beauty and intuitive understanding of art lead the master painter to make her the subject of his most famous portrait. Three Oscar and two Golden Globe nominations. 2003. Rated PG-13. DV418

Gladiator   DV285
A Roman gladiator seeks revenge for his betrayal by a prince and the murder of his family. Russell Crowe was nominated for his performance in this breathtaking epic directed by Ridley Scott. 1999. Rated R. DV285

The Godfather   DV14
This epic masterpiece features Marlon Brando as Sicilian Don Corleone who rises to underworld power in America. 1992. Rated R. DV14

Gods and Monsters   DV433
In 1950s Hollywood, aging director James Whale (Ian McKellen) lives quietly with a housekeeper (Lynn Redgrave). Things change when the flamboyantly gay director befriends a young gardener (Brendan Fraser). A fact-based character drama with a sensational lead performance and a haunting musical score. 2001. Rated R. DV433

Gone With the Wind   DV239
Winner of ten Academy Awards, this sweeping Civil War-era romance is judged by many to be the greatest movie of all time! Starring Vivien Leigh as Scarlett O'Hara and Clark Gable as Rhett Butler. 1939. Rated G. DV239
Good Morning, Vietnam    DV186
Robin Williams plays a fast talking, funny disc jockey on Armed Forces Radio during the Vietnam War whose barrage of irreverent humor scores with G.I.’s, but flops with the top brass. 1987. Rated R. DV186

Good News    DV378
A spirited collegiate musical set in the Roaring 20s, full of campus hijinks, football heroes and great tunes. June Allyson and Peter Lawford star, Mel Torme croons. 1947. DV378

Good Will Hunting    DV234
Critically acclaimed movie about a young genius who meets his match in a professor who understands his emotional struggles. Stars Matt Damon and Robin Williams. 1997. Rated R. DV234

The Great Rupert    DV335
Things look bleak for Jimmy Durante, an out-of-work vaudeville performer with a wife and daughter and no place to live. After he manages to find a tiny garage apartment, their luck changes thanks to Rupert, a squirrel. 1950. DV335

The Green Promise    DVD90
A stubborn old farmer won't listen to any of his neighbors about how to improve the efficiency of his farm with modern methods, as he thinks "the old ways" were just fine. His three daughters live on the farm with him, and the oldest one, a teenager, has fallen in love with a local boy. However, she knows that she is expected to help her father work the farm and is torn between her love for the local boy and her father's expectations for her to continue working the farm. DVD90

Grizzly Falls    DVD91
When a young boy is captured by a grizzly bear, he begins the most incredible journey of a lifetime, full of breathtaking excitement, harrowing danger and thrilling surprises. Rated PG. DVD91

Guilty Conscience    DVD92
Tired of constant philandering by her wealthy husband Arthur (Anthony Hopkins), Louise Jamieson (Blythe Danner) demands a costly divorce. Arthur then plots to murder Louise, even rehearsing scenarios in an imaginary courtroom. When Jackie (Swoosie Kurtz), Arthur's jilted mistress, tells Louise about his scheme the so-called victim makes plans of her own. Rated PG. DVD92
The Gunrunner   DVD50
The US is in the grip of Prohibition when Ted Beaubien (Kevin Costner) returns home to Montreal to find his family penniless and his brother involved in smuggling Canadian booze across the border. When a powerful bootlegger's son is kidnapped, THE GUNRUNNER finds himself drawn into a snake pit of deceit and treachery. As Ted struggles to complete his arms deal, the city's underworld erupts in a war for control of the ultra-profitable liquor trade. Rated R. DVD50

The Harrad Experiment   DV522
At Harrad College, where controversial coed living situations are established, the students are forced to confront their sexuality in ways that society previously shunned. Part of the experiment is to pair incompatible members of the opposite sex as roommates in order to make them shun the traditional concept of monogamy. Rated R. DVD522

Harrison’s Flowers   DV420
When photographer Harrison Lloyd is reported dead during the strife in Yugoslavia, his wife (Andie MacDowell) impulsively rushes to the war zone with a colleague (Adrien Brody) and, despite the horrific violence she encounters, tries to find him. 2000. Rated R. DVD420

Heaven’s Fury   DVD6
Freak lightning storms around the globe threaten to cause the next Ice Age. With her husband Mark and her prodigy son Jeremy, Dr. Valery Landis works to short-circuit the storms and save the planet. 2003. Rated PG. DVD6

Hello Dolly!   DV261
Barbra Streisand stars in this classic musical about a young widow and professional matchmaker determined to conquer a tight-fisted Yonkers merchant played by Walter Matthau. 1969. Rated G. DVD261

Hercules Unchained   DV516, DVD24
Hercules (Steve Reeves), now married to Loli, returns to Thebes to judge a dispute. Along the way, he is seduced by the evil Queen Amphale, whose drink causes him to lose his memory. Excellent fun from the Hercules series and a jewel in the crown of Steve Reeves’ film career. 1959. DV515, DVD24

Hi Diddle Diddle   DVD27
What do you get when you mix up newlyweds, opera divas, rigged roulette games, ingenious stock scams and a sexy, sassy singer? A downright hilarious movie with a crackerjack cast and more plot twists than a Pretzel. Rated PG. DVD27
His Girl Friday    DV374
Cary Grant, editor of a big-city newspaper, and Rosalind Russell, his star reporter, strike sparks in this machine-gun-paced romantic remake of *The Front Page*. From director Howard Hawks. 1940. DV374

The Hunt for Red October    DV17
Sean Connery and Alec Baldwin star in the techno-thriller about a pre-Glasnost Soviet nuclear sub defecting to the U.S. 1990. Rated PG. DV17

Hurricane    DVD7
As tropical storm Hilda churns across the Gulf of Mexico, U.S. military personnel and the National Storm Warning Service in Miami join forces to protect local citizens. Compelling docudrama about the 1964 storm. 1974. DVD7

Independence Day    DV183

Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade    DV37

Infinite Worlds of H.G. Wells    DV489
In this three-part series, a government agent poses as a reporter and interviews H.G. Wells, who tells of his true love, Jane Robbins, and their adventures that would become the basis for his short stories. 2001 DV489

The Inside Man    DVD53
"The Inside Man" is based on a real-life incident during the days of the Cold War when a Soviet submarine was spotted in Swedish waters. Rated R. DVD53
Insomnia   DV326
Invited to Nightmute, Alaska, to head a murder case, veteran LAPD homicide detective Will Dormer finds his investigation and his sleep disrupted by the midnight sun. Robin Williams portrays a crime novelist who plays tricks on Dormer’s disoriented mind. 2002. Rated R. DV326

The Joy Luck Club   DV91
The story of four remarkable Asian women whose extraordinary lives are filled with joy and heartbreak. 1993. Rated R. DV91

J. A. Martin, Photographer   DV384
Determined to save her failing marriage, Rose Aimee decides to accompany her photographer husband J. A. on his yearly tour through 19th-century Quebec. Along the way they encounter pleasure and pain, tears, laughter--and each other. 1977. DV384

Jarhead   DV496
Swoff (Jake Gyllenhaal), a third-generation enlistee, goes from boot camp to active duty to Middle East deserts with his fellow Marines. Under constant threat of attack, they sustain themselves with sardonic humor. 2005. Rated R. DV496

Jurassic Park   DV154
An island theme park featuring living dinosaurs created from prehistoric DNA plunges into a crisis when the giant creatures break free before opening day. 1993. Rated PG-13. DV154

Jurassic Park III   DV321
Paleontologist Dr. Alan Grant (Sam Neill) accompanies a wealthy adventurer (William H. Macy) and his wife (Tea Leoni) on an aerial tour of a former breeding ground for prehistoric creatures. They become stranded and the movie becomes a heart-stomping thriller. 2001. PG-13. DV321

Just Before Dawn   DV525
The young campers are simply looking to enjoy the great outdoors: hikes, picnics, skinny-dips by day, drinking around the campfire and telling scary stories at night. But fun soon turns to fear when they discover a huge mountain man is stalking them - with bloody mayhem in his deranged mind and a razor-sharp machete in his hand. Rated R. DV525
Kansas Pacific  DV375
With the Civil War looming, an Army engineer (Sterling Hayden) is assigned to complete a vital railway line linking eastern cities with the western frontier. But southern saboteurs attack the project, and the action escalates to a violent showdown. 1953. DV375

Kentucky Rifle  DVD58
When their covered wagon breaks down in Comanche territory, a group of settlers is confronted with a grim choice: surrender their precious, long-barreled, sharpshooting rifles to the Indians in exchange for a promise of safe passage, or forfeit their lives. Rated PG. DVD58

The King and I  DV104
The true story of an Englishwoman who comes to Siam as schoolteacher to the royal court in the 1860s. Though she soon finds herself at odds with the stubborn monarch, over time Anna and the King stop trying to change each other and begin to understand one another. An unforgettable Rodgers and Hammerstein masterpiece. 1956. Rated G. DV104

King Kong  DV504
In the 1930s, a group of explorers and filmmakers discover King Kong living in a jungle in Sumatra. A beautiful woman soothes the giant gorilla long enough for him to be subdued and shipped back to New York. 2005. Rated PG-13. DV504

L.A. Confidential  DV242

L.A. Story  DV111
Steve Martin stars as a wacky TV weatherman who thinks his crazy L.A. lifestyle is perfect until an electronic freeway sign changes it forever. 1991. Rated PG-13. DV111

The Lady and the Highwayman  DV507, DVD14
In the 1600s, a British lord (Hugh Grant) disguised as a highwayman rescues Lady Panthea (Lysette Anthony). Romance, intrigue and great swordfights ensue. 1989. Rated (UK) PG. DV507, DVD14
The Last Chapter  DV526
The Last Chapter isn't so much about Bikers as it is about power; deals made and broken, promises not kept, and lies to family and friends. Canada's largest Biker gang, the Triple Sixers, wants a conduit to Ontario. Bob wants to be that conduit, with 10 new triple Six chapters of his own, while best friend Ross wants no part of the Sixers. Bob and Ross make a secret deal to divide and conquer, but as Bob grows more and more powerful, can he hold his end of the deal? Does he still want to?  Rated R. DV526

The Last Samurai  DV402
This epic action-drama takes place while Japan is undergoing a tumultuous transition to a more westernized society in 1876-1877. The Last Samurai gives epic sweep to an intimate story of cultures at a crossroads. Starring Tom Cruise and Ken Watanabe. 2003. Rated R. DV402

Last Time I Saw Paris  DV272, DVD59
Elizabeth Taylor falls in love with her sister’s (Donna Reed) man in this post World War II romantic drama based upon an adaptation of F. Scott Fitzgerald’s Babylon Revisited. 1954. DV272, DVD59

The Last Winter  DV253
A strange adventure with his grandfather helps 10-year-old Will to accept that all things change and nothing lasts forever. 1994. Rated PG. DV253

The Lawless Frontier/Hell Town  DVD60
In the first half of this double-bill of vintage John Wayne Westerns, he seeks the wily outlaw who killed his father. Plagued by an interfering sheriff, he joins forces with a grizzled old miner and his lovely granddaughter to bring the villain to justice.....In this rousing Zane Grey yarn, Wayne plays a footloose free spirit with a weakness for cards. While visiting a wealthy cousin in Montana, he falls for a pretty local girl and then signs on as the ramrod for a cattle drive. But rustlers are lurking on the trail, and a rigged card game is waiting at the end of it. Rated PG. DVD60

The Legend of Sea Wolf  DV294
On a ship to Japan at the turn of the century, Wolf Larson, the cruel commander gives shanghaied young Humphrey some harsh lessons about reality. The sighting of a steamship commanded by Wolf's brother and bittersweet enemy interrupts these lessons. Based on Jack London’s novel, The Sea Wolf. 1975. Rated PG. DV294
The Long Dark Hall  DV524
A devoted family man tries to help a beautiful alcoholic showgirl with her life, and becomes the the only suspect when someone else murders her.  DV524

Liar Liar  DV170
Jim Carrey stars as a slick, fast-talking attorney who habitually lies. When his son’s wish is granted, hilarious consequences unfold. 1997. Rated PG-13.  DV170

Life and Loves of Mozart  DVD32
In 1790s Vienna, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (Oskar Werner) sets about the first staging of his opera "The Magic Flute." Of course, he falls in love with the lead soprano, Annie Gottlieb (Johanna Matz). Werner is outstanding as Mozart and the music, of course, is heavenly. Rated PG.  DVD32

Life is Beautiful  DV249
During World War II, charming Guido must rely on his colorful imagination and his irresistible sense of humor to save his beloved wife and son from an unthinkable fate. 1998. Rated PG-13.  DV249

Life With Father  DVD61
A financier from New York rules his numerous family, consisting of his wife and his four sons, with the meticulousness of a bookkeeper. Rated PG.  DVD61

Little Big Man  DVD62
A breathtaking and heartbreaking epic of life among the Cheyenne as told by Jack Crabbe, who is 121 years old and looks it. Crabbe (Dustin Hoffman) has survived gunfights, quack medicine, Indian attacks, Prairie weather, the Battle of Little Big Horn and two marriages. Rated PG-13.  DVD62

The Little Shop of Horrors  DV315
In this movie version of the Broadway hit, Seymour, a clerk in a flower store, is surprised when a languishing plant is revived by a drop of blood. He feeds it more, and the plant grows bigger, hungrier, and more demanding! 1986. Rated PG-13.  DV315
Lonesome Dove DVD96
In 1876, legendary Texas Rangers Gus McCrae (Robert Duvall) and Woodrow Call (Tommy Lee Jones) decide to drive a herd of cows north aiming to become the first cattlemen in Montana. Along the way they battle horse thieves, Indian warriors, a ruthless half-breed renegade, and their own hearts in this epic adventure based on Larry McMurtry's best-selling novel. In Episode I, the two Rangers and their crew raid Mexican rustlers to assemble their herd. Episode II, tragedy strikes the drive on the Nueces River. Episode III, Gus helps Lori cope with her kidnapping ordeal. Episode IV, Clara's husband dies after months in a coma. Rated PG. DVD96

The Lost Language of Cranes DV519
A young gay man comes out to his middle-class parents, which has repercussions for his father who has long since been trying to repress his own sexuality. Rated PG-13. DV519

The Lotus Eaters DV301
In the 1960s everything changes on a quiet little British Columbian island when a pretty young teacher arrives at the school where Hal Kingswood is the principal. A funny and touching drama about hope and forgiveness during times of change. 1994. Rated PG-13. DV301

Lunch with Charles DV484
A Hong Kong songwriter flies to Canada to save his marriage. Looking for his wife, he meets a singer (Bif Naked). Her ex-boyfriend is thrown together with the missing wife. A fine, offbeat romantic comedy. 2001. Rated (Canada) PG. DV484

Made For Each Other DV271
In this humorous and heart-warming story newlyweds James Stewart and Carole Lombard discover that the course of true love can be far from smooth. 1939. DV271

Madigan’s Million DV512, DVD19
Dustin Hoffman stars as an inept treasury agent sent to Rome to find loot stashed by an American gangster. The amiable klutz gets help from the gangster's pretty daughter (Elsa Martinelli). 1968. Rated G. DV512, DVD19.

The Man with the Golden Arm DV103
Frank Sinatra stars as a man struggling with drug addiction and rehabilitation. 1955. DV103
Marion Bridge    DV371
A recovering alcoholic (Molly Parker) returns to Cape Breton. In confronting her family's troubled past, she compels her mother and sisters (Stacy Smith and Rebecca Jenkins) to reconnect with the world and each other. A superbly performed drama dealing with adult themes. 2002. DV371

The Matrix    DV284
An action-packed science fiction hit with vivid special effects. Keanu Reeves is a computer hacker who learns from mysterious rebels about the true nature of his reality and his role in the war against its controllers. 1999. Rated R. DV284

Matrix Reloaded    DV367
In this science fiction sequel to The Matrix (DV284), Neo (Keanu Reeves) races to beat the machines before launching a final battle that pits the last remaining unplugged humans against them. 2003. Rated R. DV367

Maurice    DV520
Maurice has a homosexual affair with a snob who leaves him for a traditional marriage. Later Maurice renounces class conventions to live with a young gamekeeper. Some strong language and some description of sex. Rated R. DV520

McLintock!    DV316
Cattle baron George Washington (John Wayne) and his beautiful wife Kate (Maureen O'Hara) are mad about each other—if they could only stop fighting. Their saga features action, humor, romance, and grand brawls. 1963. DV316

Meet the Fockers    DV419
Ex-CIA man Jack Byrnes (Robert De Niro) has given permission for his daughter (Teri Polo) to wed male nurse Greg Focker (Ben Stiller), and now he’s taking his wife (Blythe Danner) to Miami to meet his future son-in-law’s parents (Barbra Streisand, Dustin Hoffman). Sequel to Meet the Parents. 2004. Rated PG-13. DV419

Meet the Parents    DV279
Ben Stiller plays Greg Focker, who wants to marry his girlfriend Pam (Teri Polo) and needs the approval of her father, Jack Byrnes, a cat-crazy ex-CIA agent (Robert DeNiro). In a weekend of hilarious mishaps, the harder Greg tries, the more Byrnes dislikes him. 2000. Rated PG-13. DV279
Message to My Daughter  DV340
A troubled teenager receives an unexpected present from her father: a set of tape recordings made for her when she was still a baby by her dying mother. Bonnie Bedelia, Martin Sheen, and Kitty Winn star in this unusual and touching drama. 1973. DV340

Million Dollar Baby  DV426
A retired boxer named Frankie Dunn (Clint Eastwood) runs a gym in Los Angeles with another former fighter (Morgan Freeman). Dunn’s still troubled by his painful estrangement from his daughter, and he’s surprised when a female boxer, Maggie Fitzgerald (Hilary Swank), asks him to train her. Four Oscars. 2004. Rated PG-13. DV426

The Miracle Worker  DV189
Inspiring story of Helen Keller starring Patty Duke and Anne Bancroft. A little girl who has been blind and deaf since infancy struggles to communicate, and her young teacher finds a way. 1962. DV189

The Monkey King  DV529
Nick and his companions manage to rescue author Wu and the manuscript. But their hopes of saving civilization from the destructive effects of the spell are imperiled when the chief censor and his evil minions pursue them and invade the World Above. Rated PG. DV529

Monster’s Ball  DV421
Soon after he retires, a southern corrections officer is drawn into an unlikely relationship with a young black woman desperately in need of assistance. Billy Bob Thornton and Halle Berry (Oscar for Best Actress) star in this powerful drama of love and redemption. 2001. Rated R. DV421

Mr. and Mrs. Smith  DV471
A bored married couple is surprised to learn that they are both assassins hired by competing agencies to kill each other. This action packed box-office smash stars Angelina Jolie, Brad Pitt and Vince Vaughn. 2005. Rated PG-13. DV471

Mr. Holland’s Opus  DV167
Richard Dreyfuss portrays a man whose dream of composing one truly memorable piece of music is altered when he realizes teaching is his real passion and his students are his legacy. 1995. Rated PG. DV167
Mrs. Doubtfire    DV251
Robin Williams dons the perfect wig, a little makeup and a dress for all occasions to become Mrs. Doubtfire, the devoted British nanny of his own children. 1993. Rated PG-13. DV251

My Dear Secretary    DVD65
A budding young writer thinks it's her lucky day when she is chosen to be the new secretary for Owen Waterbury, famous novelist. She is soon disappointed, however, when he turns out to be an erratic, immature playboy. Opposites attract, of course, but not without sub-plots that touch on competitiveness within marriage and responsibility. Rated PG. DVD65

My Favorite Brunette    DVD66
Baby photographer Ronnie Jackson, on death row in San Quentin, tells reporters how he got there: taking care of his private-eye neighbor's office, Ronnie is asked by the irresistible Baroness Montay to find the missing Baron. There follow confusing but sinister doings in a gloomy mansion and a private sanatorium, with every plot twist a parody of thriller cliches. What are the villains really after? Can Ronnie beat a framed murder rap? Rated PG. DVD66

My Man Godfrey    DV268, DVD67
In this screwball comedy classic two spoiled, socialite sisters hire Godfrey Parks, a man down on his luck, to be their family's butler. His charm affects each member of the family, and he finds his own life renewed in the process. Stars William Powell and Carole Lombard. 1936. DV268, DVD67

My Outlaw Brother    DVD68
A young man travels to Mexico in search of his brother, who has become involved with a dangerous gang. Rated PG. DVD68

Mystic River    DV404
Sean, Jimmy, and Dave were eleven when Dave was abducted from a Boston slum. Twenty-five years later, ex-con Jimmy's daughter is murdered and Dave becomes a suspect. Sean, now a homicide detective, is assigned to the case. Stars Sean Penn, Tim Robbins, Kevin Bacon and Laurence Fishburne. 2003. Rated R. DV404

Nancy Drew... Reporter    DVD69
Nancy Drew, reporter for the school newspaper, clears a girl of murder charges. Rated PG. DVD69
The New Adventures of Heidi   DVD70
Heidi leaves the mountains of Switzerland for a trip to New York City. Rated PG. DVD70

Night Train to Munich   DV373
In this classic thriller, when a Nazi agent (Paul Heinreid) kidnap...clutches. 1940. DV373

The Nutty Professor   DV149
Eddie Murphy stars as Dr. Sherman Klump, a shy, overweight professor who...characters. 1996. Rated PG-13. DV149

O   DV487
Hugo Goulding (Josh Hartnett) plots to ruin his enemies. This raw version of Shakespeare’s Othello, set in the world of prep school basketball, stars Mekhi Phifer, Julia Stiles and Martin Sheene. 2001. Rated R. DV487

Of Human Bondage   DV511, DVD18
As waitress Mildred Rogers, Bette Davis rips up the screen and the heart of a young doctor (Leslie Howard) hopelessly in love with her. Based on the novel by W. Somerset Maugham. 1934. DV511, DVD 18

The Old Testament   DV296, DVD71
Early in the second century B.C., the Syrian King Antiochus oppresses the Judeans. Mattathias chooses peaceful coexistence as urged by his second son, Simon. But when a bloody struggle kills most of the people, Simon must take up the sword. 1962. DV296, DVD71

On Golden Pond   DV109
A family is forced to renew the bonds of love and overcome years of generational friction. 1981. Rated PG. DV109

One Way Out   DV350
When their plan to avenge the loss of a family farm ends in murder and kidnapping, two ex-cons and several unusual characters make a run for Mexico. Strong performances highlight this strangely compelling tale. 2002. Rated R. DV350
Our Town    DVD71
The 20th Century is drawing in on Grovers Corners, New Hampshire, and things may never be quite the same. But people, somehow, will be pretty much as they've always been. George Gibbs (William Holden) and Emily Webb (Martha Scott) are the boy and girl next door who grow up together and fall in love in....OUR TOWN. They join their families and neighbors for the weddings, births and funerals that mark life's turning points in this superb adaptation of Thornton Wilder's Pulitzer Prize-winning play. Rated PG.  DVD71

Out of Sync    DVD4
A down-and-out record producer (Peter Outerbridge) gets a plum project, but his sexy star (Kari Wuhrer) is tone deaf. He secretly subs another’s (Gail O’Grady) voice for hers. Then she insists on performing in concert. 2000. DVD4

The Outlaw    DVD73
Western legends Pat Garrett, Doc Holliday and Billy the Kid are played against each other over the law and the attentions of vivacious country vixen Rio McDonald. DVD73

The Over-the-Hill Gang Rides Again    DV312
Three retired Texas Rangers (Walter Brennan, Edgar Buchanan and Chill Wills) set out for Waco to rescue the Baltimore Kid (Fred Astaire). With the Kid and Waco’s newspaper editor (Andy Devine), they solve a robbery at the Wells Fargo office. 1970. DV312

Painted Hills    DVD37
When an aging prospector finds a vein of gold, he rushes to town with his faithful dog Lassie to share the good news--only to learn his longtime partner has just died, leaving a wife and 10-year-old son Tommy. Gold fever puts all their lives at risk, and only Lassie can save them. Solid family entertainment that builds to a dramatic climax. Rated PG.  DVD37

Parenthood    DV19
Steve Martin and director Ron Howard team up with an all-star cast in this hilarious and touching comedy about family life. 1989. Rated PG-13. DV19

Parsley Days    DV353
Kate teaches bicycle maintenance, and boyfriend Ollie is a birth-control counselor. Together since high school, they are the pride of their families—but Kate’s pregnant and no longer in love with Ollie. A bittersweet, whimsical romantic comedy. 2000. DV353
Patriot Games   DV53
Harrison Ford stars as Jack Ryan, a former CIA analyst who is caught in the middle of a terrorist attack while on vacation in London.  1992. Rated R. DV53

Penny Serenade   DVD74
Julie (Irene Dunne) has decided to leave her husband (Cary Grant). But before walking out the door, she listens to their record collection. Each tune brings its special memories of their life together—from their first meeting to their recently shared tragedy that is tearing them apart. PENNY SERENADE is a romantic drama that movingly depicts the heartaches and hard-won joys of love and marriage. Rated PG. DVD74

The Phantom of the Opera   DV427
The Phantom (Gerard Butler), a masked man who haunts the Paris Opera House, falls for a young soprano named Christine Daae (Emmy Rossum), but she still has feelings for a childhood love, Raoul Viscount de Changey (Patrick Wilson). The Phantom kidnaps Christine with plans to make her his bride.  2004. Rated PG-13. DV427

Phenomenon   DV165
John Travolta stars in this thought-provoking story of an ordinary man who acquires extraordinary abilities that force him to change his life.  1996. Rated PG. DV165

The Piano   DV182
A haunting story set in nineteenth century New Zealand that shows the tragedy and triumph erotic passion can bring to one’s life.  Stars Holly Hunter, Harvey Keitel and Anna Paquin.  1993. Rated R. DV182

The Picture of Dorian Gray   DVD75
One afternoon, handsome young Dorian Gray makes a fervent wish: that his newly painted portrait might age while he remains forever youthful and unblemished. "I would give my soul for that." Influenced by the cynical Lord Henry, he embraces a life of selfish sensuality. Then he discovers his wish has been granted: while THE PICTURE OF DORIAN GRAY ages and reflects the true extent of his depravity, Dorian himself remains unchanged on the outside. Rated PG. DVD75

Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl   DV368
The Preacher’s Wife   DV168
Denzel Washington plays a charming angel who is sent to earth to help a young minister and his beautiful wife revive their marriage.  1996. Rated PG. DV168

Pretty Woman   DV20
Julia Roberts and Richard Gere star in this modern day "Cinderella" story.  1990. Rated R. DV20

Primary Colors   DV281
A savagely funny comedy about an unknown Southern governor (John Travolta) on a wild race to the presidency with his strong, savvy, ambitious wife (Emma Thompson). The all-star cast also includes Kathy Bates and Billy Bob Thornton.  1998. Rated R. DV281

The Producers   DV503
In this film version of the Broadway musical based on the 1968 Mel Brooks movie, Nathan Lane and Matthew Broderick scheme to make money by producing a sure-fire flop. Will Ferrell and Uma Thurman also star. 2005. Rated PG-13. DV503

Psycho   DV160
Alfred Hitchcock’s psychological thriller starring Anthony Perkins as the troubled Norman Bates, whose old, dark house and motel are not the place to spend an evening alone. Also stars Janet Leigh.  1960. Rated R. DV160

The Quiet Man   DV313
Sean Thornton (John Wayne), a recently retired American prize fighter, returns to his home in a village in Ireland. He falls for Mary Kate (Maureen O’Hara), but their love match is opposed by her ill-tempered brother (Victor McLaglen). In a rollicking brawl, Sean fights for her hand. 1952. DV313

Quill   DV486   DVD3
Quill, a Labrador puppy, becomes a guide dog for Watanabe, an ill-tempered man who “would rather sleep than be dragged around by a dog.” Quill rises to the challenge in this heartwarming hit from Japan. 2005. DV486, DVD3
Radiance   DV331
With the death of their mother, two sisters (Nona and Cressy) return to their childhood home in Northern Australia where their third sister, Mae, lived looking after their mother. The funeral happens and the three find themselves together in the house for the first time in years. With time to talk, drink and fight, past hurts are revealed and family secrets come out. Rated PG-13. DV331

Rage at Dawn   DV270
Randolph Scott stars in the true story of America’s first train robbers, the Reno Brothers. This infamous outlaw band rode unchecked through the border states in the late 1860’s. 1955. DV270

Raiders of the Lost Ark   DV22
Harrison Ford is Indiana Jones, the bullwhip-cracking archaeologist whose adventures sweep across the globe. 1981. Rated PG. DV22

Rainbow Valley/Beneath the Arizona Skies   DVD76
A young John Wayne stars in two of his early Westerns. In the first, after saving a mail carrier (Gabby Hayes) from a robbery, he's hired by the town of Rainbow Valley to oversee construction of a road over the mountains. Work on the road has been derailed by outlaws intent on acquiring lucrative gold-mining right. In the second, he protects his young Indian ward, Nina, from a gang of outlaws (led by famed stunt director Yakima Canutt), who covet the oil royalties the little girl has inherited. He has his work cut out for him when the gang frames him for a robbery and then kidnaps Nina. Rated PG. DVD76

Ransom   DV171
Mel Gibson stars as Tom Mullen, a wealthy executive whose charmed life is suddenly shattered when his young son is abducted and held for ransom. 1996. Rated R. DV171

The Ransom of Red Chief   DVD77
When a couple of thoroughly incompetent conmen kidnap the son of a small town banker and hold him for ransom, they get more than they bargained for. The hyperactive 8-year-old quickly exhausts them with his non-stop chatter and rambunctious hijinks. When the banker receives a ransom note for the grand total of $47.50, he dismisses it as another of his imaginative son's pranks. Complications ensue when two escaped convicts get into the act. Rated PG. DVD77
Red Surf   DVD83
Remar and Attila are a couple of surfers who also deal drugs to make a living. They are trying to set up a final deal with local drug lord, Calavera, when their friend True Blue is busted by the cops. Blue talks too much in the police station and Calavera is out for revenge because of the betrayal. Rated R. DVD83

Return to Fantasy Island   DVD84
Three different couples arrive at a tropical island paradise, each hoping to play out a fantasy that will resolve some major issue in their lives. Their host on the island, Mr. Roarke (Ricardo Montalban), personally choreographs their experience, with help from his diminutive assistant Tattoo (Herve Villechaize). Lowell has lured his boss Margo there in hopes of winning her love. Brian and Lucy, unable to have children, want to meet the 12-year old girl Lucy gave up before they met. Charles and Janet hope to restore Janet's memory by reliving the traumatic events that caused her to lose it. And all of them are in for surprises. DVD84

Return to Lonesome Dove   DVD12
After returning to Lonesome Dove to bury his partner, Augustus McRae, Captain Woodrow Call determines to drive a herd of wild Texas mustangs to Montana. Jon Voight, Barbara Hershey, Rick Schroder, Reese Witherspoon, Lou Gossett Jr. and Oliver Reed star. 1993. DVD12

Rio Lobo   DVD78
There are Westerns and then there are John Wayne Westerns; this is one of the latter. John Wayne is a retired Union Colonel searching for the Confederate soldiers who robbed his unit of a shipment of gold. The trail leads to the dusty little town of Rio Lobo, full of classic characters and solid Western action. Rated PG. DVD78

The Rock   DV166
San Francisco is taken hostage by a vengeful General. Only a young FBI agent (Nicholas Cage) and a notorious federal prisoner (Sean Connery) have the skills to defuse the lethal situation. 1996. Rated R. DV166

Roman Holiday   DV115
This 1953 classic tells the story of a princess, rebelling against her royal obligations, who sets out to explore the city of Rome on her own and ends up finding romance. 1953. DV115
Roughing It   DV479
James Garner, Eric Roberts, Adam Arkin and Ned Beatty star in this two part mini-series, an adaptation of Mark Twain's autobiographical novel. Emmy-deserving performances bring this story to life and to heart. Garner's excellent voiceovers and interludes as Mark Twain allow us to watch as if we were reading the book. 2002. DV479

Saving Private Ryan   DV243
Tom Hanks stars as an Army captain who must take his men behind enemy lines to find Private Ryan, whose three brothers have been killed in combat. 1998. Rated R. DV243

Scent of a Woman   DV122
An innocent, reserved prep school student agrees to a Thanksgiving weekend of “looking after” a blind, bitter, brilliant, bullying retired lieutenant colonel. Dinner with the family and a wild odyssey through New York City change them both forever. Al Pacino won an Oscar for best actor. 1992. Rated R. DV122

Schindler’s List   DV101
The true story of a man’s act of courage that saved the lives of 1,100 Jews during the Holocaust. 1993. Rated R. DV101

Scream   DV196
After a series of mysterious deaths a seemingly peaceful community becomes a place where no one is safe. Horror thriller starring Courtney Cox, Drew Barrymore, and Neve Campbell. 1996. Rated R. DV196

Second Chorus   DVD79
Danny and Hank (Fred Astaire and Burgess Meredith), a pair of brash young trumpet players, have carved out a pleasant niche for themselves playing with a popular college band, and competing with each other constantly on and off the bandstand. Then they meet Ellen (Paulette Goddard), a lovely brunette with a talent for getting things done. Totally smitten, they con her into working as the band’s manager-only to have her lured away by famous bandleader Artie Shaw. Pursuing her to New York, Danny and Hank vie for her affections and a place in Shaw's band with hilarious results. Rated PG. DVD79
Secret Agent    DV442, DVD80
In the midst of World War One, three unlikely candidates are obliged to defend British interests in Switzerland: a novelist turned army officer (John Gielgud), a beautiful blond adventure seeker (Madeleine Caroll), a jolly little hit man (Peter Lorre) who positively relishes his work. To succeed and survive the trio must uncover and eliminate a dangerous German secret agent before he uncovers and eliminates them. Rated PG. DV442, DVD80

Shadow of the Vampire    DV490
A German director (John Malkovich) sets out in 1922 to make Nosferatu, the most frightening vampire movie ever. His star (Willem Dafoe) is exceedingly committed to his role. This movie contains nudity and violence. 2000. DV490

Shakespeare in Love    DV246
Not only has Will Shakespeare's new love promised to marry someone else, she’s impersonating a man in order to play the lead in Will’s latest production! 1998. Rated R. DV246

Shane    DV260
Violence results after quiet, reserved and good-natured Shane helps the settlers against a cattle rancher intent on driving them from the valley. 1953. DV260

SHARK!    DV523
They're exploring a mysterious, shark-infested wreck a few miles offshore. Caine suspects, correctly, that there’s a treasure aboard. But his efforts to cut himself in unleash treachery and violence with deadly consequences. Rated R. DV523

Shattered City: The Halifax Explosion    DV528
December, 1917: at the height of WWI, an aging freighter, overloaded with TNT and inflammable benzyl for the Allied war effort, steams toward Halifax-and the most devastating pre-atomic explosion in history. Meanwhile, home on leave, Capt. Charlie Collins tried to enjoy the Holiday Season with his family. Rated PG-13. DV528

Shattered Glass    DV422
A successful young writer for the New Republic (Hayden Christensen) is exposed as a fraud in a scandal that shakes the foundations of reporting in Washington D.C., threatens a venerable magazine with ruin, and establishes the credibility of online reporting. Based on a true story. 2003. Rated PG-13. DV422
Signs    DV329
The Hess family in Bucks County, Pennsylvania, wake up to find a 500-foot crop circle in their backyard. Graham Hess (Mel Gibson) and his family are told extraterrestrials are responsible. Crop circles are soon found all over the world. 2002. Rated PG-13. DV329

Silence of the Heart    DV342
Rejected by his girlfriend and turned down by the colleges he’s applied to, 17-year-old Skip Lewis sends muted signals of despair to his father, mother, sister and best friend. But they don’t notice until he drives his car off a cliff. 1984. DV342

Sister Act    DV34
Whoopi Goldberg stars as a sassy, low-rent lounge singer forced to hide out from the mob disguised as a nun.  1992. Rated PG. DV34

Sister Act 2: Back in the Habit    DV92
Whoopi Goldberg returns and goes undercover as Sister Mary Clarence at a troubled inner city school.  1993. Rated PG. DV92

The Sixth Sense    DV247
A distinguished child psychologist meets a frightened, confused eight-year-old boy and is completely unprepared to face the truth of what haunts the child.  1999. Rated PG-13. DV247

Sneakers    DV163

The Snow Walker    DV473
A pilot who delivers supplies to tribes in the backwoods of the Canadian north is implored to escort a sick young Inuit woman to a hospital. On the flight back, the plane's engine fails and they crash in the wastelands. The woman teaches the hot-headed pilot the way to live in these regions. 2003. Rated PG. DV473
The Snows of Kilimanjaro  DVD85
Kilimanjaro, watching the vultures gather and brooding on world-weary novelist lies on a cot in the shadow of Mt. Kilimanjaro, watching the vultures gather and brooding on his life and loves. Based on a pastiche of Ernest Hemingway tales, THE SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO is a drama filled with high adventure, hair-raising exploits and passionate affairs set in Paris, the French Riviera, the Spanish Civil War and Africa. Rated PG. DVD85

Sophie’s Choice  DV198
Meryl Streep portrays a Polish-Catholic immigrant who has survived a Nazi concentration camp and struggles to find love and happiness in her life. 1982. Rated R. DV198

Soul Food  DV278
Sunday dinner at Mother Joe’s is a mouth-watering tradition where love and laughs are always on the menu, in spite of a few simmering family rivalries! Vanessa L. Williams, Vivica A. Fox, Nia Long and Michael Beach star. 1997. Rated R. DV278

The Sound of Music  DV93
Julie Andrews stars in this romantic true story of a spirited young Austrian woman who discovers her calling lies not in the convent, but rather in nurturing a hard-hearted widower and his family. 1965. Rated G. DV93

Speed  DV123
A swat team specialist and a passenger must keep the bus speeding at 50 mph through the streets of Los Angeles or a revenge-seeking extortionist’s bomb will explode. Edge-of-your-seat suspense, non-stop action, surprise twists and unexpected romance. 1994. Rated R. DV123

Spider-Man  DV328
Comic-book-based sci-fi actioner about a nerdish high-school student who, after being bitten by a genetically modified spider, gains arachnid-like agility, super-strength, and web-slinging abilities uses his newfound talents to fight crime, particularly the anarchic rampage of a super-villain the Green Goblin. Rated PG-13. DV328

The Spreading Ground  DV491, DVD2
A mayor fears her detectives (Dennis Hopper and Frederic Forrest) may not find a serial killer fast enough, so she secretly hires mobsters and a college-educated hitman. 2000. Rated R. DV491, DVD2
Stagecoach DVD81
A group of people traveling on a stagecoach find their journey complicated by the threat of Geronimo and learn something about each other in the process. Rated PG. DVD81

Stand and Deliver DV194
An inspirational story of a math teacher at East Los Angeles’ Garfield High who refuses to write off his inner-city students as losers. Stars Edward James Olmos. 1987. Rated PG. DV194

Star Trek: The Motion Picture DV99
The crew of the USS Enterprise mobilizes to stop an alien intruder from its relentless flight toward Earth. 1979. Rated G. DV99

Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan DV125
The Starship USS Enterprise is on routine training maneuvers and Admiral James T. Kirk seems resigned to the fact that this inspection may well be the last space mission of his career. But Khan is back! 1982. Rated PG. DV125

Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home DV36
Admiral Kirk and his Enterprise crew undertake a mission into the Earth's past in an effort to preserve its future. 1986. Rated PG. DV36

Star Trek V: The Final Frontier DV26
Captain Kirk and crew battle a renegade Vulcan who hijacks the Starship Enterprise and pilots it on an incredible journey. 1989. Rated PG. DV26

Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country DV54
After a failed peace summit, the Federation and the Klingons prepare for what might be their final deadly encounter. 1991. Rated PG. DV54

Star Wars DV94
A space fantasy adventure in which Luke Skywalker and Han Solo team up to rescue Princess Leia and restore justice in the empire. 1977. Rated PG. DV94

The Strange Love of Martha Ivers DV510, DVD17
In this noir classic, an heiress (Barbara Stanwyck) rises to the top in business. But two men in her life, Van Heflin (her first love) and Kirk Douglas (her husband), make life complicated. Douglas comes off very well in his first big-screen role. 1946. Rated (Canada) PG. DV510, DVD17
Suddenly  DV172
Gunmen take over a suburban house and plan to assassinate the President who is due to pass by. Starring Frank Sinatra, Sterling Hayden, and James Gleason. 1954. DV172

The Sundowners  DV259
Robert Mitchum and Deborah Kerr wander through the Australian outback in the 1920s. They are touching and true as a couple at odds but deeply in love. 1960. DV259

Tales of Edgar Allan Poe/Wuthering Heights  DV363
The first segment connects the life of Edgar Allan Poe, "the most Psychological writer that ever lived," with his ability to create terrifying tales. Next, the Bronte sisters of Victorian England were all novelists, but Emily was the most imaginative, transforming her demons into the character Heathcliff in Wuthering Heights. Rated PG. DV363

The Ten Commandments  DV100
Biblical epic follows Moses’ (Charlton Heston) life from birth and abandonment through manhood, slavery and trials in leading the Jews out of Egypt. 1972. Rated G. DV100

10 to Midnight  DV288
A LAPD detective is on the trail of a very handsome young man who had been seducing and slashing many young women to death. Rated R. DV288

Terminal  DV400
Steven Spielberg directed this touching comedic tale of Viktor Navorski (Tom Hanks), an Eastern European who arrives in New York just as his homeland has fallen to a coup. Without valid citizenship, he’s forced to take indefinite residence at the airport. Loosely based on a true story. 2004. Rated PG. DV400

Terminator 2: Judgment Day  DV97
Arnold Schwarzenegger is the Terminator, a cyborg that has been reprogrammed and sent back in time to protect a boy destined to lead the freedom fighters of the future. 1991. Rated R. DV97

Terms of Endearment  DV42
Shirley MacLaine and Debra Winger are unforgettable as a mother and daughter locked in a turbulent relationship spanning thirty years. 1983. Rated PG. DV42
There’s Something About Mary  DV244
A romantic comedy about a man who tracks down the girl of his dreams, thirteen years after an unfortunate accident forced him to miss going to the prom with her.  1998. Rated R. DV244

Three Men and a Baby  DV27
The arrival of a baby drastically changes the lives of bachelors Tom Selleck, Steve Guttenberg and Ted Danson.  1987. Rated PG. DV27

Thursday’s Game  DVD10
Buddies Marvin and Harry use Thursday night’s poker game to get away from their wives. Then Harry is fired from a trashy game show, and Marvin begins fretting about his position as a zipper tycoon. This comedy stars Gene Wilder, Bob Newhart, Ellen Burstyn, Cloris Leachman and Rob Reiner. Script by James L. Brooks. 1972. Rated PG. DVD10

Tim  DV105
Mel Gibson stars as a younger man who falls in love and marries an older woman. 1979. Rated PG. DV105

Titanic  DV275
A seventeen-year-old aristocrat, expecting to be married to a rich claimant by her mother, falls in love with a kind but poor artist aboard the luxurious, ill-fated R.M.S. Titanic.  Rated PG-13.  DV275

To Kill a Mockingbird  DV164
Gregory Peck stars as a lawyer and single father in this classic coming-of-age story about racism in a small 1930s Alabama town. 1962. DV164

Top Gun  DV28
Tom Cruise is a daring young flyer who's out to become the best of the best at the Navy's fighter weapons school.  1986. Rated PG. DV28

Tornado Warning  DVD9
After one storm warning turns out to be a false alarm, meteorologist Jake Arledge’s now-repaired computer program predicts that a giant twister is about to hit an Oklahoma town--but no one believes him. 2002. DVD9
Total Recall  DV98

True Grit  DV29
John Wayne is the drunken, uncouth U.S. marshal Rooster Cogburn in this extraordinary western. 1969. Rated PG. DV29

True Grit – A Further Adventure  DVD82
Warren Oates appears as Marshall 'Rooster' Cogburn, battling injustice in his own quirky way. He has his hands full when a teenage girl he's protecting gets set on reforming him. Rated PG. DVD82

True Lies  DV116
Arnold Schwarzenegger stars as a special agent whose secret life is revealed when he and his wife find themselves in the clutches of international terrorists in this exhilarating mix of nonstop action and romantic comedy. 1994. Rated R. DV116

Twins  DV233
Twins who look nothing alike are born and then separated. Years later they meet and set off on a hilarious cross-country adventure to find their mother. Stars Arnold Schwarzenegger and Danny DeVito. 1988. Rated PG. DV233

Two Thousand and None  DVD11
A paleontologist (John Turturro) with an incurable disease gives possessions away and exhumes his parents' bones in order to bury them in their homeland, Armenia, in this offbeat comedy-drama. 2000. DVD11

Two Weeks Notice  DV357
This romantic comedy stars Sandra Bullock as a brilliant but neurotic attorney and Hugh Grant as her charming, irresponsible and wealthy client. They can't seem to get along—until they finally realize they can't get along without each other. 2002. Rated PG-13. DV357

Unforgiven  DV187
The 1992 Academy Award winner for Best Picture. Clint Eastwood and Morgan Freeman play retired, down-on-their-luck outlaws who pick up their guns one last time. Rated R. DV187
**Waiting to Exhale**  DV146
Portrayal of four extraordinary African-American women whose bond of friendship carries them through life’s challenges as they search for the real thing--true love.  1995. Rated R. DV146

**Wayne Murder Case**  DVD28
What do you get when you mix up newlyweds, opera divas, rigged roulette games, ingenious stock scams and a sexy, sassy singer? A downright hilarious movie with a crackerjack cast and more plot twists than a pretzel. Rated PG. DVD28

**Wedding Date**  DV498
Kat Ellis (Debra Messing) returns to her parents' London home for her sister's wedding. Afraid of seeing her ex-fiance, she hires a top-drawer male escort (Dermot Mulroney) to pose as her new boyfriend. 2005. Rated PG-13. DV498

**While You Were Sleeping**  DV150
Sandra Bullock stars in this light-hearted romantic comedy as a subway employee who finds her love life changed forever when she unexpectedly enters the life of a man she once admired from afar. 1995. Rated PG. DV150

**White Men Can’t Jump**  DV151
Woody Harrelson and Wesley Snipes portray a pair of basketball hustlers who team up to con their way across the courts of Los Angeles playing a fast, dangerous and funny game. 1992. Rated R. DV151

**Who Is Cletus Tout?**  DV423
After escaping from jail, a forger (Christian Slater) steals the identity of a man wanted by the mob. He's soon caught by a legendary hit man (Tim Allen) whose only weakness is a good yarn. The forger obligingly spins one in this funny, fast-paced, twist-laden thriller. 2001. Rated R. DV423

**Witness for the Prosecution**  DV262
Accused of the murder of a wealthy widow, Leonard Vole is depending on his wife to defend him. Will she testify for--or against him? 1957. DV262

**Woman Wanted**  DV383
Following the death of his mentally unstable wife, a Yale professor (Michael Moriarty) is unable to live peacefully with his rebellious son (Kiefer Sutherland). So he hires a live-in housekeeper (Holly Hunter) hoping she can bring some order and stability to their lives. She does that and more. 2000. Rated R. DV383
The X Files    DV282
Special agents Fox Mulder (David Duchovny) and Dana Scully (Gillian Anderson) fight the government in a conspiracy and find the truth about an alien colonization of earth. Based on the popular TV series.  1993. Rated PG-13. DV282

You’ve Got Mail    DV245
A chain bookstore magnate (Tom Hanks) and the owner of a cozy children’s bookshop (Meg Ryan) fall in love through anonymous emails, unaware that they are business rivals.  1998. Rated PG.  DV245
FAMILY FAVORITES

Aladdin    DV48

Alice in Wonderland    DV30
Disney's dazzling blend of fantasy, animation, and music based on Lewis Carroll's immortal story.  Animated.  1951. Rated G. DV30

Anne of Avonlea    DV1
Now an independent young woman, Anne learns more about love, friendship, and the ways of the world.  Rated G. DV1

Anne of Green Gables    DV2
The award-winning WonderWorks special about the little orphan girl with an overactive imagination.  1985. Rated G. DV2

Antz    DV235
Life is no picnic for Z, a small worker ant with some very big ideas.  His chance of landing the beautiful princess Bala is literally one in a billion.  Voices by Woody Allen and Sharon Stone.  Animated.  1998. Rated PG. DV235

Arthur Makes the Team    DV200
Arthur and the gang sign up to play baseball, but everyone wants to pitch and no one knows the meaning of the word “teamwork.”  Animated.  Rated G. DV200

Arthur Writes a Story    DV203
Arthur really uses his imagination when his school writing assignment about his life involves invisible elephants and trips to outer space.  Animated.  Rated G. DV203

Arthur’s Baby    DV213
When Arthur’s parents announce that they have a surprise for him, he hopes that it’s a bicycle.  Instead, it’s a new baby.  Animated.  Rated G. DV213
Arthur’s Chicken Pox   DV206
When Arthur breaks out in red spots, his little sister teases him and gives away his circus ticket. When circus day comes, Arthur has the last laugh. Animated. Rated G. DV206

Arthur’s Eyes   DV212
Arthur gets his eyes examined and learns that he needs to wear glasses. He likes the glasses he picks until he discovers what his friends think of them. Animated. Rated G. DV212

Arthur’s First Sleepover   DV211
When Arthur and his friends spend the night in a tent in the backyard, D.W. warns them about the spaceships that have been spotted in the area. They make signs to welcome the aliens, then forget all about them until a bright light appears. Animated. Rated G. DV211

Arthur’s Lost Library Book   DV204
Arthur can’t seem to find his library book. It couldn’t have just walked off! Or could it? Animated. Rated G. DV204

Arthur’s New Puppy   DV210
Arthur must teach his new puppy, Pal, to behave in order to keep him. Animated. Rated G. DV210

Arthur’s Pet Business   DV209
In order to prove that he is responsible enough to have his own puppy, Arthur gets a job taking care of other people’s animals. Animated. Rated G. DV209

Arthur’s Teacher Trouble   DV202
Arthur’s new third grade teacher is the dreaded Mr. Ratburn--a man who is rumored to eat nails for breakfast, to turn into a vampire at night and give homework every day! Animated. Rated G. DV202

Arthur’s Tooth   DV207
Arthur worries because he is the only one in class who has not yet lost a baby tooth. Animated. Rated G. DV207
Babe  DV180
A movie with a barnyard full of unforgettable characters. In the world of Hoggett’s farm, every creature has a preordained purpose until the orphaned piglet Babe arrives, and soon turns everything upside down. Stars James Cromwell. 1995. Rated G. DV180

Bambi  DV152
Bambi, a baby fawn, learns life’s lessons in love, loss, and growth with his forest friends Thumper, the playful rabbit; Flower, the bashful skunk; and the wise Friend Owl. Animated. 1942. Rated PG. DV152

Beauty and the Beast  DV40
Classic fairy tale of a prince who is turned into a hideous beast who must win the love of a beauty named Belle. Animated. 1987. Rated G. DV40

Beethoven  DV47
A young lost puppy wins the hearts of a family while growing up to be a huge St. Bernard. 1992. Rated G. DV47

Bob the Builder  DV362
Four episodes of the pre-school television show about a construction worker. 1999. DV362

The Canterville Ghost  DV424
After leasing an old castle in England, an American family gets involved in a supernatural adventure with the ghost (Patrick Stewart) who has haunted the castle for 400 years. When the daughter (Neve Campbell) learns why he's being condemned to eternal unrest, she resolves to help him escape the curse. Wonderful version of the classic Oscar Wilde story. 1995. DV424

Casper  DV119
A ghost therapist is hired to exorcise a friendly young ghost and his three mischievous uncles from the Whipstaff Manor. 1995. Rated PG. DV119

The Cat in the Hat  DV405
The film of the Dr. Seuss book. A cat invades the home of two children when the parents are away and creates havoc. 2003. Rated PG. DV405
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory  DV470
What wonders await you in Willy Wonka's factory? You'll find a lot that's funny, a little that's mysterious, and an adventure as sweet and satisfying as a Wonka Whipple-Scrumpious Fudgemallow Delight Bar. 2005. Rated PG. DV470

The Chronicles of Narnia: The Silver Chair  DV45
Eustace and his friend Jill discover the magical land of Narnia, where they battle the forces of evil. 1990. DV45

Cinderella  DV114
Rags-to-riches story of a beautiful girl who, with the help of her fairy godmother, has all her dreams come true. Animated. 1950. Rated G. DV114

Dumbo  DV31
The poignant classic about the baby elephant born with oversized ears. Animated. 1941. Rated G. DV31

D.W. Rides Again  DV205
With Arthur's help, D.W. embarks on a crash course to learn the rules of the road with no training wheels. Animated. Rated G. DV205

D.W., the Picky Eater  DV208
D.W. is such a picky eater that she can't even go to restaurants with her family anymore. Then she realizes she might be missing out on something. Animated. Rated G. DV208

D.W.'s Blankie  DV201
D.W.'s security blanket is missing, so Arthur and D.W. look all over town for it. Will D.W. have to spend the night without her blankie? Animated. Rated G. DV201

E.T.: The Extraterrestrial  DV153
A heartwarming story of love that grows between an extraterrestrial and a 10-year-old boy as they search for a way to send the lost alien home. 1982. Rated PG. DV153

Eight Below  DV501
In the Antarctic, an impending snow storm forces sled-dog trainer Jerry Shepherd (Paul Walker) to leave his dogs at the polar base. He tries to find a sponsor for a rescue mission while his dogs fight for survival. 2006. Rated PG. DV501
Finding Nemo    DV365
Animated Walt Disney story of a young clownfish taken from his home in Australia’s
Great Barrier Reef and plopped in the office fish tank of a dentist in Sydney. It’s up to his
shy father Marlin (Albert Brooks) and Marlin’s friend Dory (Ellen DeGeneres) to find him.
2003. Rated G. DV365

Finding Neverland    DV429
This biopic focuses on the life of Peter Pan creator James Barrie (Johnny Depp), who
bonded with his neighbors, four boys and their mother (Kate Winslet), in London around
1900, an experience that inspired him to invent the famous flying lad. Truly, an instant
classic. 2004. Rated PG. DV429

A Girl of the Limberlost    DV46
Set in rural Indiana in 1908, this is the story of Elnora Comstock, who is determined to
attend high school even though her mother is against it. 1990. DV46

Gulliver’s Travels    DVD49
In 1699, Gulliver is swept off his ship during a terrible storm. At length he's washed up
on the shore of Lilliput, whose miniscule citizens soon adopt him as a massive mascot.
But when the king of Lilliput argues with the king of neighboring Blefescu over the
impending marriage of their children, the big guy is obliged to put his foot down to avert
an all-out war. This cartoon version of Jonathan Swift's immortal tale will delight young
and old. Rated G. DVD49

Gunslinger    DVD51
When her husband the marshal is gunned down, and no man in town is willing to take
the job, Rose Hood agrees to pin on his badge and fill in until his replacement arrives.
To the surprise of the good, and the bad, folks of Oracle, Texas, she turns out to be a
tougher lawman than her husband - even when she has to face the Gunslinger who's
been hired to kill her. Rose proves to be his match in passion as well as pistol-work.
Beverly Garland and John Ireland star in this intriguing tale of love, deceit,
betrayal and redemption in the old west. Rated PG. DVD51
Haley and Madonna   DV505, DVD1
Haley dreams of the Miss America Pageant, but she expresses herself differently from other girls. With contestant Madonna, she puts on an amazing and touching performance. 2005. DV505, DVD1

Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets   DV354
As he begins his second year at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, Harry is warned by a mysterious creature that danger awaits him. He ignores the warning, and strange things start to happen. 2002. Rated PG. DV354

Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire   DV500
In Harry’s fourth year at the school, Hogwarts is hosting the Triwizard Tournament. A magical goblet of fire chooses Harry as the fourth champion. 2005. Rated PG-13. DV500

Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban   DV398
Harry and the gang are back and face a new and daunting challenge while attending Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. Sirius Black has escaped from Azkaban prison and for reasons unknown he’s after Harry. 2004. Rated PG. DV398

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone   DV323
In this enchanting adaptation of a bestseller, Harry Potter, the orphaned son of two powerful wizards, possesses magical powers of his own. At Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, Harry embarks on the adventure of a lifetime. 2001. Rated PG. DV323

Herbie Fully Loaded   DV468
This is the latest installment in the classic love bug series. Maggie Peyton (Lindsay Lohan), the first Peyton to graduate from college, receives a graduation present from her dad (Michael Keaton). But instead of the 250Z, Maggie receives a Volkswagen bug, Herbie, who takes over all of Maggie's driving. 2005. Rated G. DV468
His Girl Friday  DV374, DVD52
Cary Grant, editor of a big city newspaper, has been recently divorced by his star reporter, Rosalind Russell. When she breezes by with her naive but steadfast fiancé, Ralph Bellamy, he realizes he can't let her go. A fast-breaking story at the criminal court gives him the chance to prove there's nothing he won't do in order to keep...HIS GIRL FRIDAY. Rated PG. DV374, DVD52

The Hobbit  DV351
The quiet life of Bilbo Baggins becomes adventurous when he sets out to recover a treasure from the dragon, Smaug. Animated film based on J.R.R. Tolkien’s classic tale, with the voices of John Huston, Orson Bean, Hans Conreid, Otto Preminger, and Richard Boone. 1977. DV351

Home Alone  DV90
Macauley Culkin stars as an eight year old who is accidentally left at home on a family Christmas vacation. As his mother struggles to return home, he busies himself rigging booby traps for two bumbling burglars. 1990. Rated PG. DV90

Homeward Bound: The Incredible Journey  DV49
Two dogs and a cat share an adventure trying to return home to their owners. 1993. Rated PG. DV49

Honey, I Blew Up the Kid  DV51
Rick Moranis plays a wacky inventor who accidentally causes his 2 1/2 year old son to grow to over 112 feet tall. 1992. Rated PG. DV51

Honey, I Shrunk the Kids  DV15
Rick Moranis stars as a preoccupied inventor who accidentally shrinks his kids down to 1/4 inch tall. 1989. Rated PG. DV15

The Incredibles  DV430
Mr. Incredible, Bob Parr (Craig T. Nelson), has retired to a quiet life in the suburbs and a job as an insurance salesman. But after a mysterious communication summons him to a remote island, he and his superpower-endowed family spring back into action. Oscar for Best Animated Film. 2004. Rated PG. DV430
The Inspector General   DVD54
Danny Kaye shines as Georgi, a kind-hearted fool who works as a shill for a Gypsy charlatan named Yakov (Walter Slezak). When Georgi's honesty nearly gets them lynched by a mob of irate villagers, Yakov disowns him. Wandering into the nearby town of Brodny, Georgi is mistakenly identified as THE INSPECTOR GENERAL. Rated PG.  DVD54

Jack & the Beanstalk   DVD55
When professional babysitter Jack is engaged, with his greedy manager Dink, to look after a troublesome child, he gets a lot more than he bargained for. While reading a book of fairytales, he dozes off and dreams himself into the story of Jack and the Beanstalk. Comedy legends Lou Costello and Bed Abbott star in this sparkling musical version of the classic folk tale. Rated G.  DVD55

Jack London   DVD56
When yet another co-worker is badly injured at the canning factory where he labors for slave wages, a young man decides to try some safer, more interesting ways to make a living: oyster fishing off the west coast, seal hunting off Japan, searching for gold in the Yukon. Meanwhile he writes stories based on his true-life adventures. His stories bring him a publisher, a lovely wife, and an assignment as a foreign correspondent covering first the Boer War and then Imperial Japan's invasion of Korea. Rated PG.  DVD56

The Jungle Book   DV169
Mowgli, the little boy raised by wolves in the jungle, is urged by his animal friends to seek safety in the man-village. The journey back to civilization proves to be anything but civilized. Animated. Rated G. DV169

Lady and the Tramp   DV236
An irresistible song-filled adventure about Lady, a lovingly pampered cocker spaniel, and Tramp, a roguish mutt from across the tracks. Animated. 1955. Rated G. DV236

The Land Before Time   DV162
When dinosaurs roamed the land, there was a young brontosaurus named Littlefoot who set off on a journey. Along the way he made friends and together they learned lessons about life and friendship. Animated. 1988. Rated G. DV162

Lilo & Stitch   DV322
This worldwide Disney box office sensation is a heartwarming animated comedy about the power of loyalty, friendship and finding your place in the world. On the Hawaiian Islands, an independent little girl named Lilo adopts what she thinks is an innocent puppy. Animated. 2002. Rated G.  DV322
The Lion King    DV95
An epic coming-of-age saga that tells of the love between a proud lion ruler, Mufasa, and his son Simba, and the tragedy that threatens to destroy their kingdom forever. Animated. 1994. Rated G. DV95

Little Men    DV478
In 19th century Boston, Nat, a street urchin, gets nabbed after his best friend Dan steals a gentleman's purse. A bystander rescues the boy and sends him to Plumfield, a school run by kindly teachers (Mariel Hemingway, Chris Sarandon). Dan soon shows up and creates chaos. 1997. Rated PG. DV478

The Little Mermaid    DV179
Ariel, the fun-loving and mischievous mermaid, is enchanted with all things human, in this fun-filled musical masterpiece. Animated. 1989. Rated G. DV179

The Little Princess    DV347
In 1899 London, little Sara enjoys a privileged life at Miss Minchin’s academy—until her father’s reported death in action relegates her to a dreary attic room and scullery duties. Shirley Temple shines in this four-star family classic. 1939. Rated G. DV347

The Magic Sword    DV508, DVD15
George (Gary Lockwood) pursues Princess Helene (Ann Helm), kidnapped by evil sorcerer Lokak (Basil Rathbone) with help from an enchanted horse, a magic sword and his mom. Fantastic fun. 1962. DV508, DVD15

The Many Adventures of Winnie the Pooh    DV147
The adventures of a huggable stuffed bear and his friend Christopher Robin as they journey through the Hundred-Acre Wood. Animated. 1977. Rated G. DV147

Mary Poppins    DV35
Julie Andrews stars as the irrepressible nanny who soars out of the London skies and into the hearts of everyone she encounters. 1964. Rated G. DV35

The Mighty Ducks    DV52
Emilio Estevez stars as a lawyer forced to do a community service assignment of coaching a pee-wee hockey team. 1992. Rated PG. DV52
**Mulan**  **DV241**  
Based on an ancient Chinese legend, Mulan is an adventure of a young girl who disguises herself as a soldier and takes her aging father’s place in the Imperial Army. Animated. 1998. Rated G. DV241  

**Old Yeller**  **DV110**  
Story of the bond between a boy and his yellow dog on the 1859 Texas plains. 1957. Rated G. DV110  

**101 Dalmatians**  **DV32**  
A lovable litter of puppies, an enchanting London setting and animation's most flamboyant villainess all add up to one of Disney's all-time greatest classics! Animated. 1961. Rated G. DV32  

**The Painted Hills**  **DV332, DVD37**  
This exciting Lassie adventure set in the 1870s weighs the collie’s love for her master, an aging prospector, against the greed for gold, with a 10-year-old boy’s life hanging in the balance. Solid family entertainment that builds to a dramatic climax. 1951. DV332, DVD37  

**Peter Pan**  **DV406**  
Brimming with spectacular special effects and non-stop action, this all-new adventure is sure to be a family favorite for years to come! 2003. Rated PG. DV406  

**Pocahontas**  **DV120**  
The free-spirited, adventurous young daughter of Chief Powhatan forms a history-changing friendship with bold, courageous Captain John Smith. With lots of help from Grandmother Willow and other woodsy friends, she bravely averts a tragedy between the English settlers and the Native Americans. Animated. 1995. Rated G. DV120  

**Polar Express**  **DV467**  
On a dark Christmas Eve, a boy who believes in Santa Claus boards a mysterious train, the Polar Express. He and the other children, still in their nightclothes, drink hot chocolate and sing carols as the train races through snowy landscapes to a huge city at the North Pole to visit Santa Claus. 2004. Rated G. DV467
The Prince and the Pauper  DV425
Toward the end of King Henry VIII’s reign, a pauper boy, Tom Canty, takes refuge in the palace grounds. Discovering Tom is his double, Prince Edward persuades the lad to switch places with him so he can explore the world outside. Merriment and misadventure ensue in this Hallmark adaptation of Mark Twain’s classic tale starring Aiden Quinn and Alan Bates. 2000.  DV425

Rookie of the Year  DV121
A clumsy 12-year-old little leaguer breaks his arm. Out of the cast, he discovers he can throw. Signed as an ace pitcher with the last place Chicago Cubs, and with a few pointers from an aging star pitcher, he pulls off the impossible.1993. Rated PG. DV121

Scooby-Doo  DV327
Scooby-Doo and his clever crime-solving cohorts, Fred (Freddie Prinze, Jr.), Daphne (Sarah Michelle Gellar), Shaggy (Matthew Lillard) and Velma (Linda Cardellini) are individually summoned to Spooky Island to investigate a series of paranormal incidents at the ultra-hip spring break hot spot. 2002. Rated PG. DV327

Shark Tale  DV431
In this undersea CGI (computer generated imagery) flick, Robert De Niro plays Don Lino, a mob shark whose son is killed by an anchor. Oscar (Will Smith), a young punk disgruntled with his job at a spa and car wash for whales, claims responsibility and becomes a hero. 2004. Rated PG. DV431

Shrek 2  DV397
After their wedding, the lovable green ogre Shrek and Princess Fiona are invited to dinner with Fiona's parents. Shrek thinks it’s a bad idea--and he's right! Voices include Mike Myers, Eddie Murphy, Cameron Diaz and Antonio Banderas. Animated. 2004. Rated PG. DV397

The Sword of Lancelot  DV509, DVD16
On orders from King Arthur (Brian Aherne), Lancelot (Cornel Wilde) brings the king's betrothed Guinevere (Jean Wallace) to Camelot. Pageantry, romance, and swordfights abound. 1963. DV509, DVD16

Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs  DV79
Magical fairy tale of Snow White, who runs away from her wicked stepmother, befriends seven dwarfs, and finds romance with a young prince. Animated. 1937. DV79
Spy Kids    DV319
When international spies Gregorio and Ingrid Cortez (Antonio Banderas and Carla Gugino) are called out on a secret mission, they are separated from their family and kidnapped by the evil Fegan Floop. Bursting with ultracool high-tech gadgetry, Spy Kids is thrilling entertainment for the entire family! 2001. Rated PG. DV319

Tarzan    DV252
Deep within the African jungle, a mama gorilla names an orphaned baby boy “Tarzan” and adopts him as her own. Animated. 1999. Rated G. DV252

To Kill a Mockingbird   DV164, DVD20
Gregory Peck won an Oscar for this masterpiece, playing a single-father lawyer confronting racism in a small Alabama town in the 1930s. Brock Peters plays a black man accused of raping a white girl. Robert Duvall appears in his first major screen role as the mentally challenged neighbor "Boo" Radley in this classic coming-of-age story. 1962. DV164, DVD20

Toy Story    DV148
Woody, a take charge, pull-string cowboy, and Buzz, a flashy space ranger, ignite a toyland rivalry until the duo join forces to escape the evil plans of a toy-torturing boy named Sid. Animated. 1995. Rated G. DV148

Toy Story 2    DV283
When cowboy Woody is stolen by a toy collector, spaceman Buzz and his friends vow to rescue him. This Disney movie is a masterpiece of real storytelling, laugh-out-loud humor, wonderful music and animation. 1999. Rated G. DV283

Voyage of the Unicorn    DV495
Since his wife died, Alan Aisling (Beau Bridges) and his two daughters have lived without joy. But that changes when an elf and a dwarf shanghai them onto a fantastic sailing ship. Award-winning Hallmark film. 2001. DV495

Walt Disney Chicken Little   DV502
A little chicken, struck in the head by falling debris, is convinced the sky is falling. The film is colorful, comical, lighthearted and wholesome. The late Don Knotts is the voice of Turkey Lurkey. Rated G. 2005. DV502

Wizard of Oz   DV240
This timeless masterpiece tells the story of Dorothy and her dog Toto and their mystical journey over the rainbow to the Land of Oz. 1939. Rated G. DV240
EDUCATIONAL FILMS

Aging and Vision: Declaration of Independence  DV474
Profiling five older adults who have successfully managed vision loss in their later years, this video features their practical suggestions, based on personal experience, coupled with an upbeat attitude, making it vividly clear that it is possible to live an independent, active, and rewarding life after vision loss.  DV474

America Quilts Creatively #613  DV461
Karen and Sue share the joy of making memory quilts for special people and events. Learn how to add photos to your knitted garments and how to draw a kaleidoscope block pattern in your computer software with Andrea Poulimenos.  DV461

America Sews with Sue Hausmann #2201  DV450
Host Sue Hausmann and her guests demonstrate innovative techniques for the home sewer interested in embroidery, quilting and more. This episode features machine quilting and using buttons as embellishments.  DV450

America Sews with Sue Hausmann #2203  DV452
This episode shows how to decorate a teenage girl's room with bright colors in whimsical patterns.  DV452

America Sews with Sue Hausmann #2204  DV453
This episode features ways to add chenille to projects and a machine-embroidered journal cover.  DV453

The American Experience

Amelia Earhart: The Price of Courage  DV82
A biographical portrait that explores the life of “The First Lady of the Air” and the remarkable publicity machine that kept her constantly in the limelight.  DV82

America and the Holocaust  DV88
A look at how the American government dismissed allegations of extermination of the Jews as a “wild rumor” and how political pressure led to the creation of the War Refugee Board which resulted in saving 200,000 Jews.  DV88
The Battle of the Bulge   DV87
Packed with mesmerizing footage from newsreels and military archives. The biggest and bloodiest battle in U.S. military history. DV87

Eisenhower   DV83
Chronicling the life of the 34th President in two parts—“Soldier” and “Statesman”—this film depicts Ike as both the man and the world leader. DV83

FDR   DV84
Examines the man who dared to wrest America from the Great Depression, rescue Europe from Hitler, and change forever ideas about the Presidency. Includes four volumes: The Center of the World, 1882-1921; Fear Itself, 1921-1933; Grandest Job in the World, 1933-1940; The Juggler, 1940-1945. DV84

Geronimo and the Apache Resistance   DV85
The dramatic tale of a legendary medicine man, his people and their lifelong struggle to maintain ancestral lands. DV85

Last Stand at Little Big Horn   DV81
Emmy winner that examines “Custer’s Last Stand” from two viewpoints: the Lakota Sioux, Cheyenne and Crow who lived on the Great Plains and the white settlers who pushed west. DV81

Midnight Ramble   DV86
Recounts the history of the predominantly black film industry centering on filmmaker Oscar Micheaux. Nearly 500 movies were produced between 1910-1950 to counteract the offensive African-American stereotypes depicted in Hollywood films. DV86

The American Experience Vietnam
This Emmy Award-winning video collection provides a detailed visual and oral account of the war that changed a generation and continues to color American thinking on many military and foreign policy issues.

Volume 1   DV214

Volume 2   DV215
Volume 3  DV216

Volume 4  DV217

Volume 5  DV218
Cambodia and Laos, Peace is at Hand (1968-1973). DV218

Volume 6  DV219
Homefront USA/The End of the Tunnel (1973-1975). DV219

Volume 7  DV220
Legacies. DV220

The Americans with Disabilities Act: Access for Deaf Americans
DV444
Using sign language, Carolyn, an expert on ADA, explains to Bill how it can help deaf people. She focuses on titles 1-4, the most important of the five parts of the ADA. Bill's friend Mark provides stories about how ADA has made his life easier. DV444

Assignment Discovery: The Private Life of Plants    DV273
David Attenborough narrates this beautifully described story of plants and the many ways they disperse their seeds to habitats around the world. DV273

Assignment Discovery: World War II    DV132
Four segments explore aspects of World War II: In Memoriam: The Holocaust--Nazi party; fall of the Third Reich--the defeat of Hitler and his army Triumph at Normandy--American involvement in the war; Day's of Dust--the effect of the war on people at home. DV132

Assignment Discovery: Your Genes, Your Future    DV413
The video contains four segments. “Cell Forms and Functions” deals with the basics of genetics. “Mapping the Human Genome” describes current genetic research. “Obesity in America” explores the problems of overweight people. “The Importance of Healthy Habits” concludes the video. DV413

Baseball
Ken Burns’ quintessential history of the all-American pastime related in nine “innings.” Nine volume series.
Inning 1: Our Game  DV133
Beginnings to 1900. Invention of the game and its growing popularity. Blacks, women, curve balls, gambling, Civil War, professional ball, the reserve clause and the Player’s League. DV133

Inning 2: Something Like a War  DV134
1900-1910. The American League, first World Series, the hot dog, personalities, grudges, boners, virtue and notoriety. DV134

Inning 3: The Faith of Fifty Million People  DV135
1910-1920. Ty Cobb, “white” Cubans and Jimmy Claxton, wartime, the Star Spangled Banner, players’ rights, the “Black Sox” and the Commissioner. DV135

Inning 4: A National Heirloom  DV136
1920-1930. Babe Ruth, the Yankees, and the hitters’ era, the House of David, the first Negro League and the farm system. DV136

Inning 5: Shadow Ball  DV137
1930-1940. Radio, lights, Negro Leagues and personalities flourish, white leagues falter, open racism, Satchel Paige, the Gashouse Gang, Lou Gehrig and the Hall of Fame. DV137

Inning 6: The National Pastime  DV138
1940-1950. Tension and triumph, struggle and exhilaration—WW II, Josh Gibson, Ted Williams, DiMaggio, Branch Rickey and Jackie Robinson change baseball forever. DV138

Inning 7: The Capital of Baseball  DV139

Inning 8: A Whole New Ballgame  DV140
1960-1970. Turbulence, upsets, and surprises. The Miracle Mets, Sandy Koufax, Stan “The Man,” the “slaves” try to jump the “plantation,” Drysdale, Yastrzemski, the challenge of football and Curt Flood. DV140
Inning 9: Home    DV141
The modern era. Ups and downs of the reserve clause and free agency, players and owners we love to love, and love to hate, gambling, drugs, promotional gimmicks and incredible feats. Final thoughts on the American pastime. DV141

Blindness: A Family Matter    DV476
This video helps families understand their roles as caregivers in the rehabilitative process by sharing with them the experiences and challenges of others who traveled this path. DV476

Braille Institute of America    DV414
Many people begin to have vision problems at retirement age. The good news is that resources, devices, strategies and educational opportunities are available. People can use what they still have to build a new life, and success stories illustrate that life can be even richer than before. DV414

Bridges to Independence    DV412
Award-winning actor Sidney Poitier introduces a video providing information to visually impaired teens, their parents and the professionals who serve them, including ways of developing teens’ social skills and communication techniques. Emphasizes the importance of participation in group activities. DV412

Bright Beginnings    DV410
Award-winning actor Robert Stack introduces a compelling documentary that helps to enrich the lives of blind and visually impaired children and their families. DV410

The Civil War
A landmark documentary by Ken Burns that movingly and vividly presents the bitter conflict over Union and State’s rights which evolved into a struggle over the meaning of freedom in America. Nine volume series.

The Cause: 1861    DV55
The background of the war; election of Lincoln; secession; attack on Fort Sumter; the Union debacle at Bull Run. DV55

A Very Bloody Affair: 1862    DV56
Opportunists in Washington, D.C.; the army of the Potomac in the east; McClellan’s timidity and Lincoln’s frustration; U.S. Grant vs. A.S. Johnson at Shiloh in the west. DV56
Forever Free: 1862  DV57
McClellan retreats; Lincoln’s struggle over emancipation; Lee invades Maryland, is stopped at Antietam and retreats; Lincoln issues the proclamation. DV57

Simply Murder: 1863  DV58
Disease, death and low morale; two brilliant, but costly victories for Lee and he prepares to start north; Grant lays siege to Vicksburg for control of the Mississippi. DV58

The Universe of Battle: 1863  DV59
Gettysburg; Grant seizes Vicksburg; rebels defeated in Tennessee; the draft begins, provoking riots; the Gettysburg Address. DV59

Valley of the Shadow of Death: 1864  DV60
Grant in command loses 50,000 men in drive for Richmond; Sherman drives for Atlanta; in spite of brilliant flanking tactics both are halted short of goal. DV60

Most Hallowed Ground: 1864  DV61
The North’s darkest hour; panic in Washington; public opinion against Lincoln and the war; Lincoln vies with McClellan for what seems a doubtful re-election; the brilliance of Nathan Bedford Forrest, “The Wizard of the Saddle;” dramatic eleventh-hour victories reverse fortunes and create landslide for Lincoln; Confederacy’s future dim. DV61

War Is All Hell: 1865  DV62
Sherman burns Atlanta and marches through Georgia and the Carolinas; Grant seizes Richmond, abandoned and burned by Rebels; Lee pursued west; the surrender at Appomattox; reunification begins. DV62

The Better Angels of Our Nature: 1865  DV63
North and South grieve over Lincoln’s death and come to terms with the war’s end and begin to rebuild; recounts the fates of the key players. DV63

Communication Means Business  DV443
Produced with a Department of Justice grant, this video about ADA compliance provides various tips for businesses, 911, and other facilities in order to give everyone full access and at the same time be good for business. DV443

62
Discovery’s Turmoil in the Twentieth Century    DV334
Short segments on: The Jewish people in Poland under the Nazis; The Berlin Wall; The Sinking of the Titanic; The Nuclear Power Plant Explosion at Chernobyl; and Land Mines in Kosovo. DV334

Eyes on the Prize
Six one-hour episodes of Henry Hampton’s documentary of the Civil Rights Movement. Covers the period from Brown vs. Board of Education to the Voting Rights Act.

Awakenings (1954-1956)    DV64
The tragedy of Emmett Till, the courage of Rosa Parks, the eloquence of Martin Luther King, Jr., the Montgomery bus boycott and the Supreme Court’s Brown vs. Board of Education decision. DV64

Fighting Back (1957-1962)    DV65
From the schoolhouse to the White House, nine black children enter Central High in Little Rock, James Meredith enrolls in “Ole Miss,” federal troops dispatched by Presidential decision. DV65

Ain’t Scared of Your Jails (1960-1961)    DV66
College students lead the way to confrontations in daily life, SNCC and CORE organize “sit-ins” and Freedom Riders, boycotts follow and black voters help elect John Kennedy. DV66

No Easy Walk (1961-1963)    DV67
Successes and failures of non-violent protest demonstrations in Albany, GA, with Birmingham’s “Bull” Connor unleashing fire hoses and police dogs, Governor George Wallace defying President Kennedy, the 1963 March on Washington and the “I Have a Dream” speech. DV67

Mississippi: Is This America? (1963-1964)    DV68
The fight for the right to vote, murder of Medgar Evers, freedom summer, the 1964 Civil Rights Bill, the loss of life shocks the nation, Fannie Lou Hamer and the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party. DV68

Bridge to Freedom (1965)    DV69
The fight for the vote continues, violence on a bridge in Selma, Alabama galvanizes the nation, federal troops protect the 25,000 protesters marching to Montgomery and Lyndon Johnson signs the Voting Rights Act. DV69
Eyes on the Prize II
Four one-hour episodes continue Henry Hampton’s *Eyes on the Prize* documentary of the Civil Rights Movement. These episodes chronicle the years of 1965 through the mid-1980s.

**The Keys to the Kingdom (1974-1980)   DV73**
Attempts to remedy discrimination are made—busing in Boston and affirmative action in Atlanta. “Reverse discrimination” comes before the Supreme Court. Also on this tape: “Back to the Movement, 1979-mid 1980s.” DV73

**The Future of the Milky Way   DV361**
A team of astronomers travel deep inside our galaxy to look for clues to the Milky Way’s origin and its future. Black holes are explored, as well as future dramatic events—collision with another galaxy, and a planet that becomes uninhabitable due to an overheating sun. DV361

**Hand in Hand: It Can Be Done!   DV477**
Serves as an introduction to deaf-blindness and will especially benefit those just beginning to serve deaf-blind children and their families. It is also an excellent resource for parents and other family members. DV477

**Illinois Rules of the Road   DV396**
Detailed description of the rules to be studied before taking the driving test. DV396

**In Search of Human Origins**
A NOVA mini-series (3 episodes). Don Johanson combines biology, archaeology, anthropology, artists, scientists and computers in “an attempt to evoke a natural history of ancient humans.”

**The Story of Lucy   DV74**
Recounts the discovery of Lucy and subsequent developments. Lucy’s tiny skeleton shows that walking upright, not a larger brain, was the key factor separating us from the ape, a new find sheds light on the sexes and the family. DV74

**Surviving in Africa   DV75**
Was the development of a large brain and technology due to hunting animals for food or the result of crafty scavenging? This video makes a case for the latter. DV75
The Creative Revolution   DV76
Fifty thousand generations ago the hunter/gatherers then living in Africa suddenly began to paint, carve, talk, bury their dead, travel and trade. Why? What happened? DV76

The Jackie Robinson Story   DVD57
When Jackie Robinson is signed in 1946 to play for Branch Rickey's Brooklyn Dodgers organization, the young sports phenomenon becomes the first Negro to break the color bar in big league baseball. Overcoming prejudice and bigotry from players as well as fans, he exemplifies grace under fire and becomes one of the legends of the game. DVD57

Keeping Kids Healthy #505   DV460
Host Winne King, M.D. and her guests discuss health issues that affect children and their families. This episode features children with cancer. DV460

The Kennedys: The Early Years, 1900-1961   DV38
This in-depth documentary examines the shaping of the Kennedy fortune and dynasty. The first part focuses on the patriarch and master builder, Joseph P. Kennedy, and his expectations for his four sons. DV38

The Kennedys: The Later Years, 1962-1980   DV39
This second part looks at the era of Camelot and the building of the Kennedy legend, and continues to Edward Kennedy’s fall at Chappaquiddick and his withdrawal from the 1980 presidential race. DV39

The King Chronicle   DVD38
The life and career of the eccentric and enduring William Lyon "Rex" Mackenzie King, the tenth Prime Minister of Canada. On three DVDs: Part 1, 102 minutes; Part 2, 105 minutes; Part 3, 106 minutes. DVD38

Lewis & Clark: A Scientific Journey   DV364
Using journals, maps, and whatever evidence available, present-day archaeologists search for traces of Lewis and Clark's westward passage two hundred years ago. DV364
Peter Coonradt's *Mecca* is a portrait of a poor farming town in Southern California with an extraordinary sense of community rooted in the farmworker movement led by Cesar Chavez in the 1970s. Now, urban sprawl threatens the way of life that holds the community together. 2006. DV459

An Emmy-winning voyage into the human body through cinematography that magnifies cells up to half a million times. Follows the development of a single new cell into an embryo, then a fetus, until finally, a baby is born. DV78

Scientists and researchers at NASA explain various aspects of space exploration and scientific discovery. This episode illustrates plans for unmanned and possible manned visits to other planets and their moons in our solar system. 2006. DV462

You may see a person who is blind or visually impaired at a store, at work, at a museum, or waiting to cross the street. This entertaining video demonstrates simple ways to provide assistance, if needed, to someone who is blind or visually impaired. DV372

Travel on a perilous mission to repair and fly a rare B-29 bomber. Gleaming like a jewel, this well preserved plane from World War II rests on the arctic tundra where it was abandoned during a crash landing in 1947. DV175

Fly into the eye of the world’s most destructive storms and discover what makes them tick. DV195

On January 17, 1994, a previously unknown fault convulsed beneath Los Angeles, the most destructive earthquake in modern L.A. history. Join NOVA in search of clues to where nature will strike next. DV192

This program explores one of the most dangerous, high-voltage, natural phenomenon on earth--lightning. Experience its awesome beauty and power and hear from the survivors who have escaped its wrath. DV176
NOVA: Mystery of the Senses
An exploration of the human body’s incredible ability to perceive and enjoy its environment through the five senses. Five-volume series.

Hearing    DV127
Greenland Eskimos use sound to hunt seals, Maori of New Zealand weave music, song, and chant into nearly every aspect of life, what it’s like to hear again. DV127

Smell    DV128
A master “nose” blends a new perfume from top notes, middle notes, and bottom notes, venture out to sample frankincense, truffles, sweaty athletes, and worse. DV128

Taste    DV129
The combinations of sweet, sour, salty, and bitter--from French lobster to a Mexican Day of the Dead traditional meal, to Manhattan street food. DV129

Touch    DV130
The benefits of massage for asthmatics, premature infants, and other ordinary mortals, inexhaustible as a means of communication--in art, society and love. DV130

Vision    DV131
From Native American petroglyphs to the living brain in 3-D, the elusive truths of “extracting meaning from the image,” a new museum engaging all the senses is the series finale. DV131

NOVA: Runaway Universe    DV344
Follows the efforts of two rival teams of astronomers as they search for exploding stars, map out gigantic cosmic patterns of galaxies, and grapple with the ultimate question: What is the fate of the universe? DV344

NOVA: Why the Towers Fell    DV408
Within days of the collapse of the World Trade Center Towers on September 11, 2001, NOVA began following a blue ribbon team of forensic engineers as they searched for clues that would tell them why the towers fell. DV408
Oh, I See!  DV392
Demonstrates how elementary and high school students with visual impairments use adaptive methods and materials. Helps viewers understand why a student may have trouble seeing the chalkboard, reading standard size print or doing other activities without modifications. DV392

Profiles in Aging and Vision  DV394
Provides an overview of common eye conditions that affect older people and describes the rehabilitation services that can help them continue to live independent lives. Essential viewing for visually impaired people, their families and friends, and anyone who works with older individuals. DV394

Reaching Out  DV393
A great resource for libraries, museums and other public organizations, this video provides creative solutions for designing services, programs, exhibits and displays accessible to people who are blind or visually impaired. Print resource guide also available upon request. DV393

Real Moms, Real Stories, Real Savvy
Hosts Maria Aviles, Liwaza Green and Kathie Larkin address parenting issues, medical issues, and even offer nutritional advice. 2006.

#1  DV454
This episode features homemade baby food; pediatric dentistry; SIDS; and infertility.

#2  DV455
This episode features pain management; child car safety; cooking with dough; and pilates.  DV455

#3  DV456
This episode offers advice on feng shui in the nursery; making a romantic breakfast; prenatal classes; and swaddling.  DV456

#4  DV457
This episode offers information on the holistic moms’ network; cooking with chicken; baby sign language; and infant massage.
DV457
#5 DV458
This episode offers information on support systems for mothers; stroller striding; dental care during pregnancy; and pampering yourself with a makeover. DV458

The Seven-Minute Lesson DV475
Short, step-by-step video introduction to the basic techniques used when acting as a sighted guide for someone who is visually impaired. DV475

This Old Pyramid DV77
A noted Egyptologist and a professional stonemason test construction theories to reveal the secrets of how ancient pyramids were built. DV77

Touch ‘N’ Go DV411
Actor Efrem Zimbalist Jr. introduces this video showing real-life situations which provide motivation and information on how to move around safely and confidently after loss of sight. Touch ‘N’ Go offers insight to friends, families and professionals about the difficulties facing blind travelers and the skills needed to overcome those barriers. DV411

Triform Camphill Community: Lighting the Flame DV521
Triform’s mission is to build a vital community life that offers each individual the possibility for healing, growth and self-development. Through daily practical work, a rich social and cultural life, and a supportive home life, young people (18-30+) are helped to find meaning and direction in their lives and to make steps toward independence.

Wild Discovery: Clever Critters DV349
In this entertaining program co-sponsored by the BBC and the Discovery Channel, clever animals—including orangutans, horses, elephants, ravens, and raccoons—demonstrate that animals are not so different from humans in the way they think. DV349

Wild Discovery: Jamu--The Orphaned Leopard DV432
Jamu, an orphaned leopard cub in Africa, is raised by a man named JV. Some behaviors that he needs for survival come naturally to Jamu, but others must be taught by JV. The two develop a strong bond, almost like father and son. DV432

Work Sight DV409
Actor Betty White introduces a film that looks at how employers and visually impaired job seekers can benefit from forming partnerships in the workplace. It also makes the point that being visually impaired does not have to be a barrier to finding a job. DV409
Your New House
Home guru Michael Holigan gives tips on new trends in building, remodeling and financing homes. Additional information is available at: www.michaelholigan.com

#209 DV448
This episode includes information about installing garden beds; air conditioner covers; and laying a stone patio. DV448

#210 DV449
This episode includes tip on energy efficient windows; electric fencing for pets; and updating a fireplace mantel. DV449
HOLIDAY FILMS

A Beachcomber’s Christmas DV492
Dave McGonigal (Dave Thomas), former con artist, hatches a plan for a charity celebrity old-timers hockey game in time for Christmas. 2004. DV492

A Charlie Brown Christmas DV96

A Christmas Carol DV199
Charles Dickens’ holiday classic in which a bitter old man discovers the true meaning of Christmas. Stars George C. Scott. 1984. Rated PG. DV199

The Christmas Wife DVD42
A widower not wanting to face his first Christmas alone responds to an ad for "social introductions". DVD42

Frosty the Snowman DV118
When Frosty is accidentally brought to life, he must weather a storm of adventures and the dastardly plans of an evil magician. Animated. DV118

How the Grinch Stole Christmas DV277
A timeless celebration of the spirit of the holidays that brings Dr. Seuss’ beloved tale to life. A wondrous, wacky, humongously entertaining adventure starring Jim Carrey. 2000. Rated PG. DV277

It’s a Wonderful Life DV142
Classic Christmas story starring James Stewart and Donna Reed. 1946. DV142

Miracle on 34th Street DV106
Is Santa real or isn’t he? That’s the question raised in this heart-warming 1947 classic. DV106

Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer DV124
Shunned by the other reindeer because of his glowing nose, Rudolph becomes a hero when he guides Santa through the storm, delivering presents to children all over the world. Narrated and sung by Burl Ives. Animated. 1964. DV124
The Santa Clause  DV108
Tim Allen portrays a divorced father who takes on the job of being Santa Claus. 1994. Rated G. DV108

A Season for Miracles  DV480
A young woman steps in to save her niece and nephew from foster care after her sister is hospitalized for yet another overdose. She flees with them to the town of Bethlehem just before Christmas. A heartwarming story with solid performances from veteran actors Patty Duke, Lynn Redgrave and Kathy Baker. 1999. DV480

White Christmas  DV89
Bing Crosby and Danny Kaye star as two talented song and dance men who join forces with a sister act and trek to Vermont for a white Christmas. 1954. DV89

A Season for Miracles  DV480
A young woman steps in to save her niece and nephew from foster care after her sister is hospitalized for yet another overdose. She flees with them to the town of Bethlehem just before Christmas. A heartwarming story with solid performances from veteran actors Patty Duke, Lynn Redgrave and Kathy Baker. 1999. DV480
Mystery Classics

Agatha Christie

Agatha Christie's Poirot: The Dream    DV43
A tyrannical magnate asks for Poirot's advice about some suicidal dreams. However, there is more to these dreams than anyone could imagine.  DV43

Agatha Christie's Poirot: Problem at Sea    DV44
Poirot and his good friend Captain Hastings take a holiday cruise and end up running a murder investigation.  DV44

Alfred Hitchcock

The Lady Vanishes    DV434
In Europe shortly before WW II, a seemingly harmless English governess goes missing on a train journey. When young Iris tries to find the old lady, no one will admit to having seen her. 1938. DV434

The 39 Steps    DV385
A strong-willed young woman who wants no part of him is Robert Donat's only hope of surviving a deadly spy ring. 1935. DV385

Young and Innocent    DV440
When a woman's body rolls up on a public beach with a raincoat belt around her neck, a young acquaintance (Robert Tisdall) is arrested. On the way to court, he manages to escape with the unwilling assistance of the daughter of the chief constable. 1937. DV440

Sherlock Holmes

Dressed To Kill    DV269
In this murder mystery, Sherlock Holmes and Watson find themselves pitted against a ruthless gang led by a beautiful but deadly villainess. Stars Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce. 1946. DV269
Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon  DV311
Holmes and Watson take time out from being detectives to help the Allies rescue the inventor of a bomb sight from the Nazis. This film classic is based on The Dancing Men by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Stars Basil Rathbone and Nigel Bruce. DV311

Sherlock Holmes in Washington  DV437
During WWII, a British secret service envoy travels from London to Washington with top-secret microfilmed documents. When he mysteriously disappears, the British government asks Sherlock Holmes (Basil Rathbone) and Dr. Watson (Nigel Bruce) to investigate the matter. 1943. DV437

Terror by Night  DV382
In one of his most challenging cases, Sherlock Homes (Basil Rathbone) is engaged with his faithful companion Dr. Watson (Nigel Bruce) to protect the Star of Rhodesia, but the priceless jewel is stolen. 1946. DV382

The Woman in Green  DV314
Scotland Yard is baffled by a serial murderer who kills women and sends the Yard the right forefingers of the victims. Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson soon discover Holmes’ archenemy Professor Moriarty in the middle of things. 1945. DV314

The Casebook of Sherlock Holmes
These newer versions of the popular stories star Jeremy Brett as Sherlock Holmes and Edward Hardwicke as Dr. Watson.

The Boscombe Valley Mystery  DV3
Sherlock Holmes sets out to prove the innocence of a man accused of murdering his father after a violent argument. DV3

The Bruce Partington Plans  DV6
When a young man is found brutally murdered, Holmes and Watson follow a trail through London to find the murderer. DV6

The Creeping Man  DV7
When the daughter of an eminent scientist sees a silhouette at her window, Holmes suspects the prowler to be no ordinary creature. DV7
The Devil’s Foot    DV9
Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson’s vacation is interrupted when a young woman is found dead with no apparent injuries.  DV9

The Hound of the Baskervilles    DV16
Sherlock Holmes investigates the curse of the Baskerville family.  DV16

The Illustrious Client    DV18
Holmes investigates Austrian Baron Gruner, a collector of objets d'art and beautiful women, for an anonymous client.  DV18

The Problem of Thor Bridge    DV21
Wealthy American Neil Gibson hires Holmes to save a woman from the gallows, despite overwhelming evidence against her. DV21

Shoscombe Old Place    DV23
When one of Sir Robert’s creditors disappears and a human bone is found in the furnace, Sherlock Holmes is called in to investigate. DV23

Silver Blaze    DV25
Silver Blaze, a racehorse, is abducted on the eve of a big race. Sherlock Holmes and Watson investigate and find a strange solution.  DV25

The Return of Sherlock Holmes
These newer versions of the popular stories star Jeremy Brett as Sherlock Holmes and Edward Hardwicke as Dr. Watson.

The Sign of Four    DV24
Holmes and Watson pursue priceless Indian treasures and confront a murderer who leaves the mark of “The Sign of Four.”  DV24

Wisteria Lodge    DV33
A tyrant, a governess and a police inspector give new meaning to the term wild goose chase for Holmes and Watson.  DV33

The Third Man    DV144
The story of mysterious Harry Lime, played by Orson Welles, in post-WWII Vienna. Exciting plot involves a manhunt for Harry. 1949. DV144
TELEVISION SHOWS

All in the Family   DV177
Archie Gives Blood

All in the Family   DV178
Edith Has Jury Duty

The Andy Griffith Show   DV221
The New Housekeeper

The Andy Griffith Show   DV222
The Manhunt

Blue Planet: Sea of Life   DV395
Coral Seas (Parts One and Two)

The Busy World of Richard Scarry   DV517
Mr. Frumble's New Cars

Gomer Pyle   DV223
Gomer Overcomes the Obstacle Course

Gomer Pyle   DV224
Guest in the Barracks

Gomer Pyle   DV237
Captain Ironpants

Matlock   DV225
The Angel

Matlock   DV229
The Heiress

Matlock   DV226
The Seduction
Matlock    DV228
The Stripper

The Lucy Show    DVD63
The Starmaker, Lucy meets Robert Goulet, Lucy's Barbershop Quartet, Lucy and Vivian Shower

Nickelodeon's: Franklin    DV290
Franklin and the Thunderstorm and Franklin’s Maple Syrup

Nickelodeon’s: Little Bill    DV291
The Meanest Thing to Say and Lavatory Story

Nickelodeon’s: Little Bear    DV265
Emily’s Birthday, The Great Race, Circus For Tutu

Nickelodeon’s: Little Bear    DV274
Where Lucy Went, Monster Pudding, Under the Covers

Shirley Temple Classics    DVD33
Dora's Dunking Doughnuts; Glad Rags to Riches; Kid in Africa; Kid in Hollywood; Merrily Yours; Polly Tix in Washington; and War Babies.

The Twilight Zone    DV286
Dust

The Twilight Zone    DV287
A Game of Pool
Video Request

Name ______________________________________________________

Address ___________________________________________________

City/State/ZIP_________________________________________________

Phone #_________________ Email Address _______________________________

How many videos would you like to check out at a time? □ 1 □ 2

Please add the following descriptive videos to my request list:

ORDER BY DV or DVD NUMBER ONLY
DV=VHS cassette; these play on a VCR.
DVD=DVD disc; these play on a DVD player.
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